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 Questions surrounding musicians’ efficacy beliefs have received a growing 
amount of scholarly attention over the past decade. Most of such research has centered on 
self-efficacy belief, or one’s perceived competency for music-related tasks. Studies of 
collective efficacy perceptions among ensembles have been far fewer. None of the 
musical efficacy research I identified included investigations of within-group agreement, 
or the extent to which an ensemble’s members agree in their estimations of group 
capability. As explained by Bandura (1997), efficacy beliefs motivate both individuals 
and groups to pursue certain goals, invest effort, and persist despite challenges or 
setbacks. Thus, Bandura has argued, those with stronger efficacy beliefs are more likely 
to achieve success.  
In this exploratory study, I examined collective efficacy beliefs among collegiate 
string chamber music ensembles, including levels of within-group agreement and 
correlation with performance quality. Participants included 70 musicians representing 18 
chamber ensembles from various collegiate and summer programs in the Northwestern 
(55 musicians from 14 ensembles) and Western (15 musicians from 4 ensembles) regions 
  vii 
of the United States. Musicians independently completed a 5-item survey gauging their 
confidence in their group’s performance abilities; each ensemble’s aggregated results 
represented its collective efficacy belief. Each ensemble further provided a video-
recorded performance of an excerpt from their repertoire. A panel of four string 
specialists rated each performance, and their combined ratings constituted performance 
quality measures for each ensemble. 
Ensembles in this study reported moderately strong levels of collective efficacy 
belief (M = 75.27%, SD = 9.09%; Mdn = 76.84%). Levels of within-group agreement 
were also uniformly high (mean rwg(J) = .95, SD = .05; median rwg(J) = .97), and there was 
a significant, moderately strong correlation between collective efficacy belief and within-
group agreement (rS = .67, p < .01). I found no significant correlation between 
ensembles’ collective efficacy belief and performance quality. 
Findings from this study indicate fertile ground for future investigations. 
Reliability estimates suggest that the collective efficacy measurement instrument is 
suitable for use with string chamber ensembles, and correlational findings reveal potential 
limitations to the theorized link between efficacy belief and performance quality in 
chamber music settings. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Music educators have an interest in understanding the role of motivational factors 
in the development of performance ability. As Maehr, Pintrich, and Linnenbrink (2002) 
have explained, motivation affects learning engagement, and is evident through the 
learner’s behavior, affect, and cognitive processes. Educators recognize the central role of 
motivation; both preservice and experienced music educators have ranked the ability to 
motivate students among a teacher’s most important attributes (Teachout, 1997).  
Maehr et al. (2002) described several motivational constructs with respect to 
music learning, including Albert Bandura’s (1977, 1997) work on efficacy belief. Self-
efficacy belief refers to an individual’s perception of their ability to achieve a given task; 
collective efficacy perception operates in a similar way at the group level. Expressions of 
efficacy belief indicate degrees of confidence people or groups have in their capabilities, 
relative to specified tasks or domains. It is important to note that Bandura has 
consistently applied terms such as belief or perception in discussing self and collective 
efficacy, highlighting their self-referent nature (see Klassen & Usher, 2010 for further 
discussion). 
Bandura’s theory provides rich theoretical grounding for measuring task-
dependent confidence. Accordingly, researchers on efficacy belief have increasingly 
found a foothold in music scholarship, particularly over the last decade and a half. 
Despite the steady emergence of musical self-efficacy belief research, however, there 
remains a dearth of scholarship on collective efficacy belief among music ensembles. 
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This is surprising, given the central role ensembles play in formal music education (Abril 
& Gault, 2008). A group’s belief in its capabilities can help explain the goals its members 
set (as well as the level of challenge inherent in those goals), how the group responds to 
obstacles or distractions, member-identified reasons for success or failure, and the degree 
to which members adhere to a sense of group culture and group identity (Bandura, 1997; 
Zaccaro, Blair, Peterson, & Zazanis, 1995).  
Collective efficacy can be measured as an aggregation of members’ perceptions 
of group competency, but interpretation of collective efficacy as a shared belief relies on 
the extent to which members agree in their estimations (Bandura, 1997). In this 
dissertation, I explore collective efficacy belief among string chamber ensembles. I 
devote particular attention to the extent to which members of ensembles agree in their 
assessments of group performance capability, along with relationships between collective 
efficacy beliefs and ensembles’ demonstrated performance quality. 
Defining Collective Efficacy 
Bandura (1997) defined collective efficacy as “a group’s shared belief in its 
conjoint capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce 
given levels of attainments” (p. 477). Zaccaro et al. (1995) offered a concurrent 
definition, describing collective efficacy as “a sense of collective competence shared 
among individuals when allocating, coordinating, and integrating their resources in a 
successful concerted response to specific situational demands” (p. 309). Understanding 
the theoretical underpinnings of collective efficacy is complex because the construct must 
be simultaneously identified with, and disentangled from, its self-efficacy counterpart. 
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Bandura has described self- and collective efficacy as being essentially parallel: Both 
“have similar sources, serve similar functions, and operate through similar processes” 
(1997, p. 478). Indeed, Bandura appears to have relied on the term “self-efficacy theory” 
as a convenient shorthand when discussing concepts germane to both the individual- and 
group-focused variants, as illustrated by the following statement: “Self-efficacy theory 
distinguishes between the source of the data (i.e., individual) and the level of the 
phenomenon being measured (i.e., personal efficacy or group efficacy)” (2006, p. 317, 
emphases in the original). Bandura further noted that a group’s collective efficacy is tied 
to the personal efficacy beliefs of its members, explaining that a group comprised of 
individuals with low self-efficacy will not likely share a high degree of collective 
confidence. For example, a string orchestra whose members doubted their individual 
abilities to play in higher positions would not likely report a high collective efficacy 
belief for performing repertoire requiring extensive shifting technique. 
The salient distinctions of collective efficacy as a sub-construct lie in its socially 
situated nature. Social themes feature largely in what Zaccaro et al. (1995) described as 
the four primary elements of collective efficacy: (a) its importance as a shared belief 
among group members, (b) its emphasis on the coordination of individual members’ 
efforts, (c) the marshaling of collective resources, and (d) the specificity of the task in 
question. Bandura and others have argued collective efficacy belief within groups exists 
only to the extent that those beliefs are in fact shared among group members (Bandura, 
1997; Zaccaro et al., 1995). Differences in efficacy perceptions across groups should 
exceed differences within groups, though Bandura argued that this requirement is less 
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stringent if multiple groups report similarly high efficacy levels. While individual 
members may be highly confident in their own abilities, or in the abilities of other 
members, they must also believe that the group as a whole can exercise its skills in a 
coordinated way. In terms of resources, Zaccaro and colleagues (1995) explained that 
group members are more likely to put their skills to work when they feel that other 
members are doing the same. Further, the nature of the task dictates varying levels of 
homogeneity or heterogeneity of the skills represented among group members. This 
emphasis on task specificity applies to both self- and collective efficacy belief. As further 
discussed in Chapter 2, task specificity helps distinguish efficacy from more general self 
perceptions such as self-concept, self-esteem, collective control, group potency, or a 
more generalized sense of self-confidence (see Bandura, 1997; Bong, 2006; Gist & 
Mitchell, 1992; Gully, Incalcaterra, Joshi, & Beaubien, 2002; Pajares, 1996; Stajkovic, 
Lee, & Nyberg, 2009; Zaccaro et al., 1995; Zimmerman, 2000). 
Central to efficacy theory is a presumed connection between competency 
perceptions and actual ability. Bandura (1977, 1982, 1997) asserted that higher self-
efficacy beliefs lead to greater effort and increased perseverance toward desired aims, 
and that such effort and persistence ultimately result in increased achievement. 
Comparable advantages extend to collective efficacy beliefs, Bandura argued, explaining 
that in addition to increased effort and resilience, highly efficacious groups tend to 
function in a more coordinated way. Zaccaro et al. (1995) emphasized coordination as the 
factor that makes collective efficacy a distinct phenomenon; social forces necessarily 
occupy a more central role at the group level. A practical relevance of collective efficacy 
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lies in the usefulness of the construct in understanding various elements of group actions 
or behaviors. The theorized connection between collective efficacy belief and group 
performance is informed by each of these factors. 
As illustrated in Chapter 2, connections between collective efficacy belief and 
group or team performance have been established across a variety of fields beyond music. 
There is also considerable evidence of a relationship between self-efficacy belief and 
performance for individual musicians. While several music studies to date have included 
measures of ensemble collective efficacy (see Matthews & Kitsantas, 2007; 2013; 2016; 
Schmidt, 2007), I have located just one that has addressed the efficacy-performance 
question: Matthews and Kitsantas (2013) took an experimental approach in studying how 
differences in a conductor’s goal orientation and gestural language might affect an 
ensemble’s efficacy belief—at the individual and collective levels—as well as 
performance.  As discussed further in Chapter 2, these authors found that only certain 
elements of collective efficacy (skillful playing, effort, and persistence) related 
significantly to performance, and those correlations were weak (r ranged from .23, p < 
.05, to .29, p < .01). 
Additional research can help build a clearer basis for this line of inquiry in that it 
can help us understand musical collective efficacy beliefs in a variety of contexts. 
Contributions of the present study include examinations of collective efficacy belief 
among established chamber music ensembles, levels of within-group agreement on 
efficacy estimations, and the extent of the efficacy-performance relationship across the 
sampled groups. For the purposes of this study, collective efficacy refers to confidence in 
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a chamber ensemble’s performance abilities, based on a combination of the assessments 
of individual members within the ensemble. Within-group agreement refers to the degree 
of similarity in ensemble members’ collective efficacy assessments. Performance quality 
refers to an ensemble’s level of demonstrated skill, as assessed by expert evaluators, in 
performing their chamber music repertoire. 
Need for the Study 
Personal Interest 
Research on musical efficacy belief has focused almost exclusively on beliefs at 
the individual level; only a handful of studies have addressed collective efficacy. 
Accordingly, I have had little to refer to that addresses my personal interest in the role of 
player confidence in the functioning of music ensembles. As a performer and educator in 
primarily collaborative settings, I have been particularly curious about whether and to 
what extent confidence beliefs may link to the quality of ensemble performance. 
Bandura’s extension of efficacy belief theory to groups provides a highly developed 
framework for understanding task-specific competency perceptions applicable in many 
domains. Thus, my pursuit of this study stems from a desire to explore the application of 
collective efficacy belief to collaborative music making. 
Interest to the Profession 
Research on collective efficacy belief’s role in musical performance has potential 
implications for the musical profession as a whole. Collective efficacy belief could help 
explain motivation for ensembles to take on musical challenges, the strategies groups 
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employ to attain high levels of musicianship, and how these efforts ultimately come to 
bear on the quality of musical performance. If a strong correlation exists between 
ensembles’ collective efficacy and performance quality, such a relationship could 
highlight a tangible benefit for students as their teachers purposefully pair sound 
instruction with cultivation of an environment conducive to high collective efficacy 
beliefs. Such an environment might encourage the sort of effort and persistence necessary 
to support strong musical performances. As mentioned above, Matthews and Kitsantas 
(2013) have offered initial empirical insight into the association between perceived 
collective efficacy belief and performance with experimentally designed ensembles. 
Comparable studies centered on intact groups could bolster the relevance of this area of 
scholarship to practice, clarifying how such a relationship might or might not apply in 
groups as they typically exist outside of research settings. Intact ensembles allow for 
consideration of contextual influences such as shared history and group culture that can 
impact both efficacy perceptions and performance (Bandura, 1997; Gibson, 2003; 
Zaccaro et al., 1995). 
Another possible practical benefit of increased musical collective efficacy 
research lies in the production of useful instruments for measuring the construct in 
ensembles. Such tools could be useful to musicians and teachers to the extent that they 
are easily administered with minimal time requirements, and meet reasonable thresholds 
of validity and reliability within the domain of music making. Furthermore, instruments 
that allow for within-group agreement measurements can help gauge the healthiness of 
ensemble functioning: Identifying divergent views among members, for example, could 
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highlight a need to work toward shared understanding to build cohesion.  
Interest to Scholarship 
Issues I sought to explore through the current study arise from an apparent gap in 
music research on efficacy belief, as described above. To date, we have limited insight 
into efficacy perceptions among music ensembles, including levels of confidence, the 
extent of within-group agreement, and the relationship between collective efficacy and 
ensemble performance. As detailed in Chapter 2, scholars have found empirical support 
for efficacy-performance relationships among groups and teams in non-musical domains. 
Music researchers have found similar associations with respect to individual musicians, 
and in experimentally assigned ensembles. Aside from falling under a broader category 
of “efficacy-performance” literature, these areas of scholarship remain largely disparate. 
Understanding how efficacy beliefs compare to performance among intact musical 
groups could provide an important interdisciplinary link. With respect to music 
scholarship, increased attention to collective efficacy among ensembles would help 
address a current incongruity with individual-based studies, particularly given the 
prevalence of ensembles in music education settings. Even if high efficacy beliefs accrue 
similar motivational advantages between individuals and groups, social dynamics 
emphasized in group-based creative activity may affect the degree to which those 
advantages translate to performance quality. Scholarly interest in musical self-efficacy is 
well justified, given that decisions to engage in music making are highly personal. Also 
important, however, are the social contexts of musical endeavors. A more complete body 
of scholarship on efficacy-performance relationships spanning both individual musicians 
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and groups could help researchers better clarify the applicability and potential limitations 
of Bandura’s theory within artistic domains. 
Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of this exploratory study was three-fold: (a) to identify levels of 
collective efficacy belief among string chamber ensembles, (b) to gauge levels of within-
group agreement in individual collective efficacy assessments, and (c) to determine the 
extent to which collective efficacy belief relates to performance quality among the 
ensembles studied. Pursuant to the study’s purpose, I sought to address the following 
research questions: 
1. How confident are string chamber ensembles in their own performance 
competency (collective efficacy belief)? 
2. To what extent do ensemble members agree in their collective efficacy 
assessments? 
3. To what extent do ensembles’ collective efficacy beliefs relate to performance 
quality? 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 The purpose of this exploratory study was to examine collective efficacy belief 
among collegiate string chamber music ensembles, the extent to which ensemble 
members agree in their collective efficacy assessments, and the relationship between 
collective efficacy belief and performance quality. In this chapter, I review scholarship 
that informs relevant aspects this study. I first consider the theoretical foundations of 
collective efficacy as described by Albert Bandura, and as examined and argued by other 
scholars. I then review research from non-music disciplines in which scholars have 
examined collective efficacy beliefs with respect to group-level performance. Moving 
toward the field of music education, I then provide an overview of the burgeoning 
scholarly interest in efficacy research in general. This discussion concludes with a 
particular focus on music education studies that have juxtaposed efficacy beliefs with 
elements of music performance, to outline contributions the present study could make to 
that body of literature. 
 In the latter part of my literature review, I consider scholarship both within and 
outside of music education in addressing methodological issues that pertain to the 
measurement of both collective efficacy belief and musical performance. In addition to 
examining methodologies employed by related research, I will also consider debates 
surrounding measurement validity for both collective efficacy and music performance. 
These debates help frame the methods I employed in this study for data gathering and 
analysis. 
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Theoretical Framework: Collective Efficacy 
The concept of collective efficacy has its roots in Albert Bandura’s self-efficacy 
theory, which refers to individuals’ perceptions of their own ability to achieve a given 
task (Bandura, 1977, 1997). At the group level, Bandura described collective efficacy as 
“a group’s shared belief in its conjoint capabilities to organize and execute the courses of 
action required to produce given levels of attainments” (Bandura, 1997, p. 477). 
According to Bandura, efficacy belief plays a key motivational role in promoting efforts 
toward achievement of a given task or goal. Bandura explained that collective efficacy 
influences a group’s endeavors, efforts, and, by extension, their accomplishment: 
Thus, people’s beliefs in their collective efficacy influence the type of future they 
seek to achieve, how they manage their resources, the plans and strategies they 
construct, how much effort they put into their group endeavor, their staying power 
when collective efforts fail to produce quick results or encounter forcible 
opposition, and their vulnerability to discouragement. These processes, which 
shared efficacy beliefs activate, affect how well group members work together 
and how much they accomplish collectively. (1997, p. 478) 
Explaining that efficacy beliefs can influence the tasks an individual or group seeks to 
pursue, Bandura has illustrated how efficacy beliefs pertain to defined goals. Task 
specificity distinguishes self-efficacy theory from more generalized belief constructs, 
such as self-concept, which concerns global attitudes towards oneself; or self-esteem, 
which concerns the extent to which one values oneself (Bandura, 1997; Bong, 2006; Gist 
& Mitchell, 1992; Gully et al., 2002; Pajares, 1996; Zimmerman, 2000). Zaccaro et al. 
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(1995) identified similar distinctions at the group level between task-specific collective 
efficacy, and more general constructs such as collective control and group potency. 
Zacarro and colleagues noted that, although similar to collective efficacy in terms of 
shared belief, both of these other constructs regard a shared sense of ability (collective 
control) or effectiveness (group potency) in a generalized (i.e., non-task specific) way 
(see also Shea and Guzzo, 1987). 
 In defining collective efficacy as a group’s belief in its ability to “organize and 
execute the courses of action required to produce given levels of attainments” (1997, p. 
477, emphases added), Bandura appears to have drawn a subtle distinction between the 
active efforts of a group (“courses of action”), and the eventual result of those efforts 
(“levels of attainment”). As I discuss in later sections of this review, measurement 
instruments in various collective efficacy studies have not always reflected this 
distinction. Some instruments have included items in which respondents rate a group’s 
ability to achieve given performance levels, whether in addition to or in place of more 
theoretically-aligned items, which relate to a groups’ ability to manipulate task-specific 
actions under direct control. 
Within-Group Agreement 
 Collective efficacy belief is intended to reflect shared levels of confidence among 
group members. Agreement among group members is bound to vary between groups and 
across contexts, however. Accordingly, Bandura (1997) argued for the necessity of 
measuring within-group agreement in conjunction with collective efficacy indices, to 
gauge the extent to which members’ combined perceptions actually constitute a shared 
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group belief.  James, Demaree, and Wolf (1984) offered a within-group agreement 
statistic, abbreviated as rwg. The authors explain that rwg differs from other inter-rater 
reliability measures because it limits its focus to comparisons within a single group of 
raters, assessing a single instance of a single variable. Like correlation coefficients, rwg is 
a ratio-based statistic that strengthens as the coefficient approaches +1.00, indicating 
complete agreement among group members. James et al. indicated that negative 
coefficients should be equated to a value of .00, indicating no within-group agreement. 
Two versions of the statistic are applied, depending on whether the scale groups complete 
consists of a single item (rwg(1)), or multiple items (rwg(J)). 
The rwg statistic has been adopted in collective efficacy literature across various 
non-music disciplines. Not all reports indicated whether the single-item rwg(1) or multi-
item rwg(J) variant was employed, though one could reasonably infer this selection based 
on the reported number of items comprising the collective efficacy scale. Feltz and Lirgg 
(1998) found a range of rwg between .93 and .96 for collective efficacy belief among 
hockey teams. Myers, Feltz, and Short (2004) found a mean rwg of .90, with a reported 
SD of .09, among football teams’ offensive lines. Hardin, Fuller, and Valacich (2006) 
found a mean rwg of .94 among virtual teams of project management course students. 
Each virtual team consisted of both on-campus and distance learning students. In their 
study of manufacturing teams, Little and Madigan (1997) calculated a mean rwg of .78. 
Liu, Chen, and Tao (2015) found a mean rwg(J) of .92 for collective efficacy among new 
product development teams. My review of music research indicates that the question of 
within-group agreement has yet to be explored with performing ensembles. The 
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consistently high findings across the variety of fields represented above indicate that 
agreement among ensemble musicians would likely be high as well. 
Sources of Efficacy Beliefs 
 Bandura (1997) described four distinct sources of efficacy beliefs, applicable to 
both self- and collective efficacy perceptions. These sources include (a) enactive mastery, 
(b) vicarious experience, (c) verbal persuasion, and (d) physiological and affective states. 
Enactive mastery relates to one’s direct experience with success or failure in a task. 
Successful experience bolsters efficacy beliefs, while unsuccessful experience 
compromises those beliefs. Because enactive mastery experience occurs first-hand, 
Bandura positioned enactive mastery as the strongest source of efficacy beliefs. Bandura 
provided two descriptions of vicarious experience, or judgments about one’s capability 
for a task as based on the achievement of others. In the first description, one judges 
oneself more or less capable based on how one’s own performance compares to someone 
else’s, or to some observed norm. The second description involves one’s observance of 
the success or failure of someone perceived as similar to oneself. Verbal persuasion can 
affect efficacy beliefs when influential individuals affirm or disaffirm one’s potential for 
a task. Bandura cautioned that verbal persuasion is most effective at positively 
influencing efficacy beliefs when affirmation is made within realistic limits. For example, 
encouraging an ensemble to learn a piece for which its members possess the requisite 
combination of skills would likely boost members’ efficacy beliefs, particularly if the 
encouragement were supported by sequenced instruction. Conversely, over-inflated 
persuasive statements would likely diminish efficacy beliefs as unsuccessful performance 
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attempts revealed glaring deficiencies that contradicted those statements. Finally, 
Bandura discussed various types of physiological discomfort and affective detractors that, 
uncontrolled, can impair efficacy beliefs—particularly when one interprets those somatic 
and mood-related feelings as signs of inadequacy (pp. 106–107). 
 Although Bandura theorized that enactive mastery experiences would have the 
greatest effect on efficacy beliefs, other scholars have highlighted the substantive impact 
of other sources—particularly verbal persuasion as it relates to the influence of teachers, 
parents, and other leaders. Drawing on case studies of education majors with respect to 
their self-efficacy beliefs for writing, Pajares (1994) discussed verbal persuasion in terms 
of invitations or disinvitations—ways in which teachers and parents cultivate 
environments that impact students’ efficacy beliefs. In some cases, the influences were 
intentional, as in the case of a student whose mother continuously encouraged her to 
persevere, or the teacher who ridiculed another student by displaying to the class writing 
assignments graded as failing. In other cases, Pajares explained, invitational influences 
were unintentional, as in the case of a student who reflected that her strong writing had 
been taken for granted by teachers and parents, or another student whose father suggested 
he focus on athletics in response to his son’s poorer writing performance. Pajares found 
that these influences continued to hold sway on students’ self perceptions as writers, even 
when the influential experiences occurred as far back as grade school. Zaccaro et al. 
(1995) theorized that among groups, the influence of a recognized leader is potent. In 
addition to efforts toward unifying and coordinating group actions, the authors explained, 
leaders’ encouragement can affect teams such that verbal persuasion can have a greater 
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effect on collective efficacy than prior experience. 
 Hendricks (2016) discussed the implications of efficacy belief sources with 
respect to music educators, who are uniquely positioned to influence students’ efficacy 
beliefs. Although Hendricks provided recommendations specific to each source 
(discussed later in this chapter), the author cautioned against viewing the sources in 
isolation. Hendricks explained that each source can affect and be affected by the others, 
as well as by additional contextual factors.  
In a review of research on the sources of self-efficacy beliefs in educational 
settings, Usher and Pajares (2008) connected the importance of research on efficacy 
belief sources to the core tenants of social cognitive theory. They argued that 
understanding of the sources—including the meanings students make of them, and how 
the sources’ relative influence varied among contexts—is crucial in efforts aimed at 
spurring students’ development of personal agency. 
Critiques Relating to Causality 
 My examination of the literature has indicated a general corroboration of basic 
theoretical underpinnings of efficacy theory within a wide variety of domains. Challenges 
to the theory as a whole seem to be few, but have appeared within scholarship stemming 
from behaviorist orientations. Lee (1989), for example, argued that cognitive theories 
such as self-efficacy are problematic in that they are unobservable, and that the 
antecedents (i.e., sources) of self-efficacy are too imprecisely defined. More prevalent 
scholarly critique of the efficacy construct has been comparatively narrow, focusing on 
Bandura’s claims regarding the predictive nature of efficacy beliefs. Some have 
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questioned the extent to which efficacy beliefs play a causal role in task performance (see 
especially Biglan, 1987; Hawkins, 1992). Exploration of these debates is crucial, as the 
relationship of efficacy to task performance is central to the practical relevance of the 
theory. 
 Biglan (1987) stressed the importance of distinguishing between correlation and 
causation when comparing efficacy beliefs to task performance. Citing early 
experimental research on self-efficacy (Bandura, Reese, & Adams, 1982; Bandura, 
Taylor, Williams, Mefford, & Barchas, 1985), Biglan indicated that when the 
environment was altered to manipulate phobic patients’ self-efficacy beliefs, those same 
environmental changes had an independent effect on participants’ performance. Thus, 
Biglan questioned whether changes in behavior had truly resulted from changes in 
patients’ self-efficacy beliefs. Similarly, Hawkins (1992) expressed doubt that self-
efficacy has a causal effect on behavior, despite its predictive ability. Hawkins argued 
that factors Bandura identified as antecedents of self-efficacy (vicarious experience, 
verbal persuasion, and, especially, enactive mastery) might themselves have a direct 
influence over future task performance, independent of changes in efficacy beliefs. 
 The causality debate featured prominently in a special issue of the Journal of 
Behavioral Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry devoted to critical examinations of 
efficacy theory (see Reyna, 1995). Dougher (1995) indicated that the debate reflected 
what amounted to philosophical differences between psychologists subscribing to 
behaviorist theories on one hand, and to more recently-emerging cognitivist theories on 
the other. Dougher indicated that one should hardly expect that any amount of argument 
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or data would likely overcome these deep epistemological divides. Spaulding (1995) 
argued that, for explanatory purposes, it may suffice to understand efficacy’s “causal’ 
nature in terms of its highly predictive power, without a need to determine whether 
efficacy plays an instigative role in the strictest sense. In a separate publication, Lindsley, 
Brass, and Thomas (1995) went further to suggest that efficacy and performance most 
likely share a relationship of reciprocal causality, stating that “performance affects self-
efficacy, which in turn affects performance, and so on” (p. 645). This reciprocity, 
Lindsley and colleagues argued, likely exists at both the individual and group levels. This 
view appears generally consistent with Bandura’s (1986, 1997) principle of triadic 
reciprocity, in which behavior, environmental influences, and personal factors (including 
cognitive factors, such as self-efficacy) interact as mutual determinants of each other. 
 Causality notwithstanding, there appears to be little theoretical argument that 
efficacy believes tend to correlate with performance. Hawkins (1995) expressed general 
support of self-efficacy theory as a useful construct, explaining that an earlier critique 
(Hawkins, 1992) concerned only the causality question. As Spaulding (1995) reasoned, 
the strong predictive nature of efficacy with respect to performance sufficiently justifies 
the relevance of the theory to multiple domains. Such domains could include music 
ensembles, to the extent that such a correlation exists. Investigating the presence—or 
absence—of this relationship was part of my purpose in the present study; establishing 
linear causality was beyond the scope of this study, and in any case may not be essential 
to the importance of any relationship. 
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 Collective Efficacy and Performance Relationships in Other Disciplines  
 Research specific to music education includes a limited—though growing—body 
of studies comparing efficacy beliefs to performance, with a more conspicuous dearth of 
studies at the group level. Fortunately, collective efficacy research is more plentiful in 
other fields. Researchers across various disciplines have consistently found a positive 
association between collective efficacy and group performance. The consistency of these 
findings seems to justify the importance of this line of inquiry for any number of group-
based activities, including music ensemble performance; therefore, representative 
scholarship from these fields plays an important role in informing my study. In this 
portion of the literature review, I consider such scholarship with an eye toward the 
potential applications and limitations in music ensemble settings. 
 A review of efficacy research should include consideration of the degree of 
theoretical consistency across scholarship in employing the construct. Efficacy-
performance research most relevant to this portion of the review contains efficacy 
measures that reflect the sort of domain or task specificity espoused by Bandura. Studies 
I did not consider to be models for the present investigation often reflected substitution of 
belief in ability for given domains or tasks with constructs such as outcome expectations; 
or included more generalized operationalizations of the efficacy construct (see 
discussions by Klassen & Usher, 2010; Pajares, 1996). It should be acknowledged that 
various examples of excluded studies nevertheless claim bases in Bandura’s work. For 
example, Hodges and Carron (1992) cited Bandura’s theory in their design of an 
experimental study of medicine ball challenge teams. Using what the authors described as 
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a two-item efficacy instrument, they asked teams to (a) estimate their chances of winning 
the challenge, and (b) rate the level of confidence they had in their estimate. In the 
conceptualization described by Bandura, “winning” more fittingly refers to an outcome, 
rather than to group-controlled performance actions that occur independent of a resultant 
outcome (see Bandura, 1997, pp. 21–24). The scale items used by Hodges and Carron 
(1992) contain no reference to the actual tasks participants would attempt. 
Similarly, Lichacz and Partington (1996) included a single-item efficacy measure 
in which respondents estimated their team’s ability to “achieve a better pull ... than the 
normative pull” (p. 150). This represents another instance of reference to an outcome, 
here by way of social comparison. The authors’ reliance on a single item to represent a 
team’s efficacy belief contrasts with Bandura’s (1997, 2006) recommendation that 
efficacy scales include multiple items to adequately capture the performance features of a 
particular task’s domain. 
The need for task specificity also resulted in the exclusion of other scales that 
were more general in nature. Some researchers have used scales such as one designed by 
Riggs and Knight (1994) to measure collective efficacy (e.g., Goncalo, Polman, & 
Maslach, 2010; Porter, Gogus, & Yu, 2011). As this instrument’s instructions indicate, 
the scale was intended to apply to employees in a variety of settings—whether “an office 
group, a maintenance crew, [or] an academic department” (Riggs & Knight, 1994, p. 
766). Further, the scale items seem to apply more to a general appraisal of one’s 
department, rather than a department’s ability to accomplish a specific task (e.g., “The 
members of this department have excellent job skills,” p. 766). Gibson (1999) took a 
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similar approach, distributing a generalized group efficacy instrument to teams of 
business students in one instance, and nursing teams in the other. The use of such a 
general purpose instrument in seemingly disparate fields appears to be inconsistent with 
Bandura’s (2006) caution that efficacy belief measures “must be tailored to the particular 
domain of functioning that is the object of interest” (p. 308) in order to maximize their 
predictive power.  The interdisciplinary studies I selected for this portion of the review 
show evidence of having employed multiple-item measures relating to group actions, and 
exhibit a reasonable measure of task specificity within a particular domain. 
Sports 
Feltz and colleagues have established an extensive line of collective efficacy 
research related to sports teams, including studies that feature task performance elements. 
Feltz and Lirgg (1998) studied hockey teams over a complete season. Within 24 hours 
prior to each game, the researchers administered a team efficacy instrument that included 
eight items in which players rated their level of confidence in their team’s ability to 
perform specific tasks related to gameplay. Feltz and Lirgg determined that team efficacy 
beliefs better predicted team success than did players’ self-efficacy beliefs. Myers, Feltz, 
and Short (2004) employed a similarly designed, 9-item team efficacy survey for their 
study of offensive line college football players. Players completed the survey within 24 
hours prior to each of eight games. Consistent with results from the prior study, Myers 
and colleagues found that that team efficacy positively predicted the performance of the 
offensive lines. 
It should be noted that the collective efficacy scales used by Feltz and Lirgg 
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(1998) and by Myers et al. (2004) both included items that characterized performance 
using social comparisons to opposing teams (e.g., outstaking, outhitting, or winning); 
while other tasks focused more closely on efforts of respondents’ teams (recovering from 
setbacks; scoring on power plays; scoring in the red zone). Social comparison items are 
arguably less theoretically congruent than those dealing with team actions (Klassen & 
Usher, 2010); however, sports domains may represent a special case in which social 
comparison is not easily disentangled from team capability, given that athletic 
achievement is often largely defined by the rate at which competitors prevail over 
opponents (e.g., a win-loss record). In this view, the relevance of a competitive 
environment has potential implications for music performance settings, many of which 
are staged as competitions. 
General Education 
 General education studies offer some support for a collective efficacy-
performance relationship. Scholars have found positive associations between teachers’ 
collective efficacy and student performance in areas such as reading, language, and 
mathematics (Goddard, Hoy, & Hoy, 2000; Parker, 1994); however, it is important to 
consider domain-unique aspects of these findings within the broader body of literature. In 
particular, the performance tasks (academic assessments) in these studies were carried out 
by students, rather than by the teachers whose efficacy beliefs were measured. Teacher 
efficacy-performance research would more closely parallel similar research in other fields 
if teacher efficacy beliefs were compared to actions performed by the teachers themselves 
(e.g., planning processes, instructional strategies implemented, collaborative work). It is 
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telling that Parker (1994) found that the correlation between teacher efficacy and student 
performance was no longer significant when controlling for students’ prior performance. 
This illustrates the need for caution when comparing the efficacy beliefs of one group 
with the performance of others outside the group. 
Even when efficacy beliefs and performance are measured among the same 
individuals, it may not always be appropriate to match group-level constructs with 
individual-level phenomena. For example, Pina-Neves, Faria, and Räty (2013) found that 
self-efficacy beliefs better predicted students’ individual grades than did the collective 
efficacy beliefs of classes. 
Business, Organizations, and Industry 
 Collective efficacy-performance research is prevalent in fields related to business, 
organizations, and industry. A study by Little and Madigan (1997) constitutes a 
particularly useful parallel to my study, with the authors’ focus on self-managed, pre-
existing teams. Using repeated measures ANOVA, Little and Madigan found a 
significant difference in collective efficacy beliefs between high-performing and low-
performing manufacturing teams.  
 Liu et al. (2015) studied measures of innovation performance among new product 
development teams in Chinese technology firms. Although there was no significant direct 
relationship between teams’ collective efficacy beliefs and measures of innovation 
performance, the authors did find that collective efficacy beliefs played a moderating 
role: Teams with higher efficacy beliefs showed stronger correlations between innovation 
performance and collaborative behavior, and between innovation performance and joint 
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decision-making. In this instance, collective efficacy beliefs appear to have had a more 
informal, indirect association with group performance. 
Implications for the Current Study 
 Aspects of my study mirror various features within the studies reviewed above. 
All of the cross-disciplinary literature reviewed here focused on pre-existing teams or 
groups. By nature, tasks among teams in the sports studies (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998; Myers et 
al., 2004) were highly interdependent. These similarities among studies demonstrating an 
efficacy-performance help reinforce a hypothesis of such a relationship for pre-existing 
music ensembles. 
Efficacy Research in Musical Domains 
 Efficacy research has received increasing attention in field of music, though it has 
yet to reach the level of maturity achieved in other disciplines. The vast majority of 
extant studies examine efficacy beliefs at the individual level; collective efficacy beliefs 
feature in only a handful of music education studies to date. The relative dearth of 
collective efficacy literature is surprising, given the prominence of collaborative music 
making in both formal and informal contexts. In this section of the literature review, I 
provide a brief overview of the ways in which music scholars have explored the efficacy 
construct, on both the individual and group levels. I then provide a more detailed review 
of the subset of studies considering the efficacy-performance relationship. 
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Self-Efficacy Research 
Most efficacy research related to music has centered on self-efficacy beliefs. My 
examination of the literature indicates that the first music-related investigations appeared 
within psychology-oriented publications. In separate studies, Kendrick (1979) and Craske 
and Craig (1984) focused on pianists with respect to performance anxiety. Kendrick 
found that efficacy beliefs increased for pianists who were taught that repeated 
performance for small audiences could help with anxiety. Efficacy beliefs increased even 
more for pianists who were taught to substitute negative self thoughts with positive 
thinking. In Craske and Craig’s study, pianists performed both alone and before an expert 
audience. Although high-anxiety pianists tended to report weaker overall self-efficacy 
beliefs when performing for an audience, the authors detected no significant difference 
for self-efficacy beliefs specific to the experimental condition. Further, contrary to 
Bandura’s theory that physiological states can affect efficacy beliefs, Craske and Craig 
found no significant correlation between skilled pianists’ efficacy beliefs and autonomic 
arousal. 
Quesada (1992) made another early contribution to the literature in a study 
gauging teachers’ efficacy beliefs for teaching music from cultures unfamiliar to them. 
Quesada found that teachers’ self-efficacy increased after they attended a workshop 
focused on teaching Puerto Rican music. It should be noted that Quesada made no 
specific reference to Bandura; however, Quesada described self-efficacy as the 
“perception of one’s own ability to be an effective, efficient teacher” (p. 35). By referring 
to the specific domain of teaching, Quesada’s description appears to be reasonably 
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congruent with Bandura’s construct. 
Other self-efficacy researchers have considered the beliefs of preservice and in-
service teachers. Barnes (1998) found that string education majors’ instructional self-
efficacy beliefs declined over time and with increased classroom exposure, even as 
experienced teachers reported progressively higher ratings of the preservice teachers’ 
effectiveness. In comparing music self-efficacy beliefs of elementary education majors to 
those of music education majors, Buckner (2008) found that elementary education majors 
generally lacked confidence in their own abilities as music makers, even though many 
participants reported high levels of musical engagement. Interestingly, elementary 
education majors in Buckner’s study were more confident than music education majors in 
their ability to integrate music with other subjects. Bartel and Cameron (2002) reported 
concurrent findings among in-service teachers, with music teachers being almost twice as 
likely as generalist teachers to report confidence for teaching music. 
In a quasi-experimental study, Bergee (2002) considered preservice band 
teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs for classroom management. Those who engaged in enactive 
mastery experiences (practice teaching) and vicarious experiences (observing and 
analyzing other teachers) showed larger increases in self-efficacy beliefs for classroom 
management than did participants in the control condition. Bergee’s findings suggested 
that increases in self-efficacy belief following observations may not be as long-lasting as 
gains that follow direct experience. Participants in a collective case study by Royo (2014) 
indicated that their decision to pursue vocal music education was influenced by enactive 
mastery experience as singers in secondary school, and by verbal persuasion in the form 
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of family influence; however, the influence of each of these factors appeared to weaken 
as the students progressed through college. Further, over the academic semester during 
which Royo collected data, participants’ self-efficacy beliefs helped them better define 
their career aspirations. 
In studies focused on students and members of community ensembles, researchers 
have found increases in self-efficacy beliefs for jazz improvisation and playing by ear 
following targeted instruction (Davidson, 2006; Hartz & Bauer, 2016; Watson, 2010). 
When testing the effects of self-regulatory strategy instruction, however, Miksza (2015) 
found no significant changes in students’ efficacy beliefs following the instructional 
treatment. Miksza’s findings might be seen to generally corroborate earlier research by 
Nielsen (2004), who found that the relationship between strategy use and self-efficacy 
beliefs was significant, but weak. 
Ritchie and Williamon (2011a, 2011b) distinguished between students’ self-
efficacy beliefs for music performance, and for music learning. Comparing the two 
domains, they found that students at the collegiate (2011a) and primary (2011b) levels 
tended to have stronger beliefs for their music learning abilities. At the collegiate level, 
the difference was more pronounced among conservatory students as compared to 
university music students. Conservatory students also tended to have higher self-efficacy 
beliefs for music learning than did their university counterparts, but Ritchie and 
Williamon found no significant difference between the groups for music performance 
self-efficacy. 
Rojas and Springer (2014) examined graduate student musicians’ self-efficacy 
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beliefs for persevering in their practice schedules under various hypothetical instances of 
adverse conditions, both internal and external. Internal challenges included a sense of 
overwork, fatigue or illness, or recovering from a debilitating illness or injury. The 
authors included two types of adverse external challenges: environmental (e.g., bad 
weather, breaks away from school, and locating a suitable practice space) and social (e.g., 
interpersonal conflicts, close proximity to others, others’ expectations). The authors 
found that musicians were less confident in their ability to maintain desired practice 
schedules when adverse challenges were internal, as opposed to external obstacles. 
Performance majors reported stronger self-efficacy for practice perseverance than did 
majors in other musical areas, and the self-efficacy measure correlated moderately with 
both days- and hours-per-week practiced.  
The Bergee (2002) and Royo (2014) studies discussed earlier included 
explorations of the sources of self-efficacy beliefs. These sources (enactive mastery, 
vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and physiological and affective states) were at 
the center of the studies by Bartel and Cameron (2002); Hendricks (2009); Hendricks, 
Smith, and Legutki (2016); Long (2016); Martin (2012); and Zelenak (2011). Consistent 
with Bandura (1997) and with the findings from both the Bergee and Royo studies, 
Hendricks (2009), Hendricks et al. (2016), and Zelenak (2011) found that enactive 
mastery experiences appeared to have had the strongest influence on students’ self-
efficacy beliefs. Hendricks (2009) further found that vicarious experiences positively 
influenced students with low self-efficacy beliefs, as those students were able to observe 
the performance challenges faced by their fellow orchestra participants.  
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Students interviewed in a study by Martin (2012) discussed somatic experiences 
more frequently than they did other sources. Whether Martin’s findings about the relative 
influence of efficacy belief sources indicate a true contrast with other researchers is 
unclear. Although Martin interviewed those who reported the highest and lowest levels of 
self-efficacy beliefs, even the “lowest” reported beliefs were generally high among these 
students, who were participants in an extracurricular band program. Martin’s findings 
appear to be consistent with those of Rojas and Springer (2014): Even though the latter 
study was not explicitly concerned with examinations of self-efficacy belief sources, 
participants speculated that internal challenges (which included several examples of 
adverse physiological states) would have a more detrimental effect on their motivation to 
practice than would external challenges.     
Bartel and Cameron (2002) found that music teachers were far more likely than 
generalist teachers to express confidence for teaching music; however, whereas there 
were moderate- to strong correlations between generalist teachers’ beliefs and factors 
such as family influence, teacher influence, and past and recent musical experiences, such 
correlations tended to be either weak or non-significant for music teachers. 
Long (2016) found that each of the self-efficacy sources had a stronger influence 
on high school students than on middle schoolers. Long’s study included measurements 
of sources both before and after a teacher intervention experiment, in which teachers of 
students in the treatment group purposefully sought to build up students’ self-efficacy 
perceptions. Interestingly, Long did not detect a significant difference in pretest-posttest 
source influence measures between the experimental and control groups. It should be 
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noted that while student reports of the influence of efficacy sources appear not to have 
been affected by efficacy-focused instruction, there may yet exist a difference between 
those reports and the actual level of students’ self-efficacy beliefs, which Long’s study 
was not designed to measure. 
The studies by Hendricks (2009) and Hendricks et al. (2016) discussed above 
centered on the efficacy beliefs of honor orchestra participants. Self-efficacy beliefs 
among students in the 2009 study differed based on factors including gender, whether 
students had placed in the higher or lower ensemble, instrument type, and the number of 
peers from one’s own school who also participated in the honor orchestra. In the 2016 
study, female musicians initially reported lower self-efficacy beliefs prior to seating 
auditions and the ensemble’s first rehearsal. By the midpoint of the event, however, there 
were no longer significant gender differences in self-efficacy belief. Clark (2010, 2013) 
has pursued a related line of research concerning honor ensembles. In the 2010 study, 
Clark found a significant relationship between students’ self-efficacy beliefs and their 
eventual chair ranking in the honor ensemble. Clark’s 2013 study was a follow-up to 
determine commonalities among four string students who had each reported high levels 
of self-efficacy belief in the earlier study. Each of these students had successfully 
auditioned into regional and/or state honor ensembles. Further, each student practiced 
more than did their peers, and each took private lessons. 
 Hendricks (2016) used the sources of self-efficacy beliefs as a framework for 
recommendations to music educators in fostering healthy confidence levels in students. 
Regarding enactive mastery, Hendricks advised that educators guide students’ 
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achievement of smaller-scale, proximal goals that matched their abilities. Vicarious 
experiences, Hendricks argued, could take the form of modeled performances. Such 
modeling may be more or less effective depending on the extent to which those providing 
the model represent students’ peer groups in terms of age, skill level, instrument, and 
other demographic factors. Hendricks cautioned that without careful design and 
monitoring, social comparison environments (e.g., competitions or auditions) have the 
potential to actually erode efficacy beliefs—particularly among female students.  
Although verbal persuasion framed as teacher feedback may have a smaller 
impact on efficacy beliefs relative to other sources, Hendricks (2016) noted that the most 
effective feedback should be specific, effort- (rather than ability-) oriented, and clearly 
substantiated by demonstrated performance. The influence of teacher or director feedback 
was evidenced in Royo’s (2014) study: Each of the students interviewed indicated that 
feedback from both their choral director and vocal teaching assistant had impacted their 
self-efficacy beliefs about singing. Notably, one student indicated that they came to trust 
the teaching assistant even more than the director, because the feedback was more 
detailed and included strategies for improvement. As for physiological and affective 
states, Hendricks (2016) recommended that teachers provide instruction aimed at 
reducing student stress, building physical performance endurance, and enabling students 
to self-monitor progress. 
Collective Efficacy Research 
In contrast to the growing body of music research on individual-level efficacy 
beliefs, scholarly interest specific to collective efficacy has been limited to date. Schmidt 
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(2007) provided one of the first efforts, considering relationships between self-efficacy, 
collective efficacy, and other motivational variables among secondary band students. 
Notably, Schmidt found that collective efficacy moderately correlated with self-efficacy, 
but had stronger relationships with other variables such as intrinsic motivation, 
cooperative orientation, and commitment. Matthews and Kitsantas (2007, 2016) found 
that individuals’ perceived collective efficacy had moderate to strong correlations with 
individuals’ perceptions of task cohesion, task-involving (or mastery) orientation, social 
cohesion, and conductor support.  
Maggio (2016) proposed a framework for group efficacy belief among bands that 
includes unity, cognizance of function, and introspection. In this framework, unity 
encompasses a group’s shared values and purposes. Cognizance of function refers to 
appreciation for one’s own role within a group, as well as the roles of others. In 
introspection, ensemble members consider their individual impact on a particular 
performance, and what they could do to improve in subsequent efforts. Maggio posited 
that this framework for group efficacy has implications for the musical self-efficacy 
beliefs of ensemble members, particularly with respect to enactive mastery due to the 
reliance of the framework on direct experience (see pp. 142–148). None of the collective 
efficacy studies I identified in music research included reports of within-group agreement 
among ensemble members. 
Efficacy-Performance Relationship 
 An area of research especially pertinent to the present study involves comparisons 
between musicians’ efficacy beliefs and subsequent performance. McCormick and 
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McPherson pioneered this line of scholarship more than a decade ago, investigating the 
predictive power of self-efficacy beliefs among instrumental students with respect to the 
results they received on graded solo exams (McCormick & McPherson, 2003; McPherson 
& McCormick, 2006). Each study involved advanced students participating in a unique 
examination system. In both studies, the authors found self-efficacy beliefs to be the 
strongest predictor of performance outcomes. 
Researchers in subsequent studies have generally corroborated McCormick and 
McPherson’s findings, with significant efficacy-performance associations established in 
the areas of jazz improvisation (Ciorba, 2006), solo performance among collegiate 
musicians (Ritchie & Williamon, 2012), performance among secondary band students 
(Hewitt, 2015), and preparing auditions for high school honor ensembles (Clark, 2010). It 
should be noted, however, that at least one researcher found no significant connection 
between efficacy beliefs and performance. Contrary to earlier findings by Ciorba (2006), 
Watson (2010) found no significant relationship between self-efficacy beliefs for jazz 
improvisation, and college students’ ability to improvise. It is possible that the high 
school musicians in the Ciorba study were less thoroughly grounded in non-
improvisatory styles than Watson’s college music major participants. Musicians engaged 
in intensive study of non-improvisatory performance could conceivably have faced more 
impediments in adapting to unfamiliar performance paradigms. Notably, the conflicting 
findings may also reflect differences in self-efficacy belief measurement approaches 
between these two studies, and across the larger body of efficacy research. I discuss 
efficacy belief measurement in more detail later in this chapter, but relevant points here 
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include differences in how Ciorba (2006) and Watson (2010) recorded the degree of 
strength of participants’ beliefs. The self-efficacy instrument used by Ciorba (2006) 
required participants to indicate whether they perceived themselves as excellent, good, 
average, or poor for each of seven items related to jazz performance. Watson (2010) 
employed a Likert-type scale in which respondents indicated their level of agreement, 
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) for each of 12 statements related to jazz 
improvisation. In contrast with both of these approaches, Bandura (2006) recommended 
the use of an 11-point scale for each task-specific efficacy item, in which respondents 
indicate confidence at levels ranging from 0 (no confidence) to 100 (complete 
confidence), or, similarly, from 0 to 10. 
A study by Matthews and Kitsantas (2013) provides what appears to be the only 
extant research to include comparisons of music ensembles’ collective efficacy beliefs 
with performance. In this quasi-experimental study, collegiate musicians were randomly 
assigned to ad-hoc ensembles. The authors investigated the effects of conductor 
orientation on both self- and collective efficacy beliefs, shared performance cues, 
attributions, and performance. Matthews and Kitsantas found no significant relationship 
between performance overall collective efficacy, but they did find a relationship between 
performance and several factors of collective efficacy, including ability (skillful playing), 
effort, and persistence. Those relationships were significant but weak (r ranged from .23, 
p < .05, to .29, p < .01). That significant performance relationships occurred only for 
certain subsets of collective efficacy appears to support Bandura’s (e.g., 1997, 2006) 
claims that the predictive power of efficacy belief increases with task specificity. In the 
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present study, I employed an alternative to Matthews and Kitsantas’ methodology, 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Some of the most salient differences are my 
study’s focus on pre-existing, small ensembles; and the use of a shorter efficacy scale that 
is limited to a performance dimension. 
Methodological Considerations in Extant Literature 
 Issues of measurement have been debated in research literature on both efficacy 
belief and music performance. I use this section of the review to consider discussions of 
measurement for each construct. Following an outline of Bandura’s recommendations for 
efficacy belief scales, I examine the extent to which those guidelines have been reflected 
in examples of scales used by music education researchers. I then consider various 
perspectives offered on the issue of measuring and comparing phenomena as subjective 
as musical performances.  
Measuring Musical Efficacy Belief 
 Operationalization. Bandura has established guidelines for measuring efficacy 
belief at both the individual and group levels (see especially Bandura, 2006). Bandura 
recommended that efficacy instruments feature items that reflect each of following 
qualities: a range of tasks within a context-specific domain, queries of respondents’ 
beliefs at the time of measurement, emphasis on ability rather than intent, and the 
opportunity for respondents to indicate a range of confidence levels. Most related music 
studies reflect at least some level of congruence with Bandura’s recommendations. As 
discussed in a previous section of this review, the great majority of extant efficacy 
research in music has occurred at the individual level; accordingly, scales measuring self-
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efficacy belief greatly outnumber those concerned with collective efficacy. Not all of the 
research reports discussed here included copies of the efficacy instruments as used by 
participants. In such instances, I gleaned evidence about scale construction from the 
methodological details provided by the authors, or by referring to scales authors cited as 
sources for their adaptations.  
I should also note that some studies include considerations of other phenomena in 
addition to efficacy belief. McCormick and McPherson (2003) and McPherson & 
McCormick (2006), for instance, included self-efficacy measures alongside scale items 
related to cognitive strategy, self-regulation, intrinsic value, anxiety, and practice 
schedule. Other researchers focused more narrowly on efficacy beliefs, with few, if any, 
additional factors other than performance (e.g., Ritchie & Williamon, 2012). Finally, 
some music research has emphasized exploration of efficacy beliefs without directly 
assessing the level of those beliefs (e.g., Long, 2016; Zelenak, 2010; the qualitative 
studies by Clark, 2013; Maggio, 2016; Royo, 2014). I limit my review here to studies that 
included efficacy belief measurements, with exclusive attention to efficacy-related scales 
or scale items. 
I discussed the importance of domain and task specificity at length earlier in this 
chapter. Bandura (2006) further explained that the domain-specific scale should 
encompass the range of task-related aspects over which one has control, and should 
account for obstacles that certain tasks might present. Each of the music efficacy studies I 
reviewed reflected specificity to the music domain, whether for performance (including 
improvisation) or teaching. Some, however, were notably more detailed in terms of 
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parsing out the particular aspects of related tasks—mentioning various factors such as 
technique, rhythm, stylistic elements; or particular aspects of (or conditions for) music 
teaching or learning (Bergee, 2002; Buckner, 2008; Ciorba, 2006; Clark, 2010; Davidson, 
2006; Hartz & Bauer, 2016; Hendricks, 2009; Hendricks et al., 2016; Hewitt, 2015; 
Kendrick, 1979; Martin, 2012; Matthews & Kitsantas, 2013; McPherson & McCormick, 
2006; Miksza, 2015; Quesada, 1992; Ritchie & Williamon, 2011a; Rojas & Springer, 
2014). Many also included items requiring respondents to consider performance or 
teaching obstacles (Davidson, 2006; Hendricks, 2009; Hendricks et al., 2016; Martin, 
2012; Matthews & Kitsantas, 2013; Miksza, 2015; Ritchie & Williamon, 2011a; Rojas & 
Springer, 2014; Schmidt, 2007). 
Because efficacy perceptions can vary depending on how soon one anticipates 
attempting a task, Bandura (2006) recommended that instrument instructions refer to the 
importance of one’s belief at the time of measurement. Interestingly, a number of the 
scales used by music education researchers make no specific time reference, and appear 
to query a more generalized belief in one’s ability. Barnes (1998) and Buckner (2008), 
for example, each based their scales on earlier work by Gibson and Dembo (1984), whose 
scale contains no reference to an immediate task performance. Still, scales from other 
studies do include a time-specific element (Bergee, 2002; Davidson, 2006; Hartz & 
Bauer, 2016; Hendricks, 2009; Hendricks et al., 2016; Kendrick, 1979; Martin, 2012; 
Matthews & Kitsantas, 2013; Miksza, 2015). 
Bandura (2006) argued for the superiority of questions concerning ability over 
those signaling intent or prediction. Participants should indicate what they can do, rather 
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than what they believe they will do, or about the outcomes they expect to follow from 
their performance. As discussed above, some scales operationalize self-efficacy beliefs in 
a more general way. Accordingly, scale items tended to reflect either terms so general as 
to bypass either specific ability or performance intent (Ciorba, 2006; Watson, 2010), 
terms predicting an overall result (McCormick & McPherson, 2003), a mix of “can,” and 
“will,” and/or generalistic items (Buckner, 2008; Martin, 2012; Ritchie & Williamon, 
2011a [the music learning scale]; Schmidt, 2007). The majority of scales reflected a 
consistent focus on ability (Barnes, 1998; Bergee, 2002; Ciorba, 2006; Clark, 2010; 
Davidson, 2006; Hartz & Bauer, 2016; Hendricks, 2009; Hendricks et al., 2016; Hewitt, 
2015; Kendrick, 1979; Matthews & Kitsantas, 2007, 2013, 2016; McPherson & 
McCormick, 2006; Miksza, 2015; Nielsen, 2004; Quesada, 1992; Ritchie & Williamon, 
2011a [the music performance scale]; Rojas & Springer, 2014). 
For indications of confidence level, Bandura (2006) recommended use of an 11-
point response scale from 0 (no confidence) to 100 (complete confidence); a range of 0–
10 was also considered acceptable. Using fewer response points, Bandura argued, 
inclines participants to favor one extreme or the other. A number of music efficacy scales 
follow the 0–100 (or 0–10) scheme (Clark, 2010; Davidson, 2006; Hendricks, 2009; 
Hendricks et al., 2016; Hewitt, 2015; Martin, 2012 [the portion based on Hendricks, 
2009]; McPherson & McCormick, 2006; Miksza, 2015). Others generally employ the no 
confidence-complete confidence spectrum, but with fewer points of gradation (Bergee, 
2002; Hartz & Bauer, 2016; Kendrick, 1979; Matthews & Kitsantas, 2013; Nielsen, 2004; 
Ritchie & Williamon, 2011a, Rojas & Springer, 2014). Still other scales use a Likert-type 
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response set, signaling level of agreement with efficacy belief statements (Barnes, 1998; 
Buckner, 2008; Ciorba, 2006 [the global scale]; Martin, 2012 [the portion based on 
Schmidt, 2007]; Matthews & Kitsantas, 2007, 2016; Quesada, 1992; Schmidt, 2007; 
Watson, 2010). In two other scales, researchers asked respondents to rate their level of 
performance or expected performance score (Ciorba, 2006 [the improvisation scale]; 
McCormick & McPherson, 2003). 
 I considered each of the above scale design criteria in the present study’s 
methodology. Instruments used in some of the more recent research (Hendricks et al., 
2016; Martin, 2012; Miksza, 2015) were based on the self-efficacy instrument developed 
by Hendricks (2009). In addition to being concise, Hendricks’ scale is among the most 
consistent with Bandura’s guidelines, and therefore serves as the basis for the collective 
efficacy scale used in the present study. I discuss relevant adaptations to the scale in 
Chapter 3. 
Level of assessment. Researchers have debated about the appropriate level at 
which to assess collective efficacy with respect to its predictive power. Four methods 
have been discussed (Bandura, 1997; Gibson, Randel, & Earley, 2000; Gist, 1987; 
Lindsley et al., 1995). In one method, collective efficacy would be interpreted as the sum 
of individualized self-efficacies reported by each group member. Alternatively, each 
group member might be asked to speculate on the confidence held by the team as a 
whole. Short, Sullivan, and Feltz’s (2005) Collective Efficacy Questionnaire for Sport 
exemplifies this second method, requiring participants’ “Rate your team’s confidence … 
that your team has the ability to” (p. 185, emphasis in the original). 
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The two remaining approaches seem to have been the most prominent across 
collective efficacy literature. These are what I refer to here as (a) the consensus model, 
and (b) the aggregation model. Under the consensus model, a group would engage in 
discussion of their efficacy beliefs, and indicate agreed-upon beliefs using a single copy 
of a data collection instrument. In the aggregation model, each group member would 
independently record her or his own confidence in the ability of the group. The responses 
would then be aggregated across the group, and the group measure would be 
accompanied by a within-group agreement statistic.  
It is important here to distinguish between the aggregation method and the 
speculation method discussed earlier: Although both query the individual with respect to 
group ability, aggregation allows individuals to report their own beliefs, rather than guess 
at an external group belief. Between the two, aggregation provides for a more direct 
understanding of competency appraisals. As Maddux (1999) quipped, “assessing each 
individual’s belief about the group’s collective belief is not the same as assessing the 
group’s collective belief” (p. 225). 
Proponents of the consensus approach have argued that efficacy beliefs arrived at 
by group discussion constitute an authentic group-level phenomenon (Gibson et al., 
2000), in part because the discussions themselves would involve collaboration among 
members. Arguing for the aggregation method, Bandura (1997, 2006) has maintained that 
no group-level belief is an entity unto itself, but is necessarily a reflection of the beliefs 
of individuals within a group; with collective efficacy, individual assessments of a 
groups’ ability should be accounted for. Further, Bandura and others have warned that the 
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consensus approach can yield unrealistically high collective efficacy measures while 
obscuring within-group variability: individuals can become vulnerable to persuasion by 
other influential members through the very act of group discussion (Bandura, 1997, 2006; 
Gist, 1987; Goddard, Hoy, & Hoy, 2004). 
Empirical analyses of the relative predictive power of the consensus and 
aggregation methods have borne a mix of findings. In a meta-analysis, Stajkovic et al. 
(2009) found that, overall, the collective efficacy-performance correlation was higher 
when using consensus. Gibson et al. (2000) also found higher correlations using 
consensus, but the difference between the correlations of consensus groups versus 
aggregation groups was nonsignificant. Hardin et al. (2006) found higher correlations 
among groups using the aggregation approach, but “performance” in that study was 
operationalized as groups’ perception of outcomes, rather than by an external measure. 
The most appropriate approach to collective efficacy measurement may depend 
upon the level of interdependence required by group tasks (see Jung & Sosik, 2003 for a 
review of relevant literature). According to Bandura (1997), summed self-efficacy beliefs 
may be sufficient for tasks in which members work in relative autonomy, but 
performance of tasks with high interdependence is best predicted by the aggregation 
method described above. This assertion is supported by theoretical and empirical 
scholarship (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998; Goddard et al., 2004; Gully et al., 2002; Hardin et al., 
2006; Myers et al., 2004).  
Further, Stajkovic and colleagues (2009) indicated that, when considering only 
tasks with high interdependence, the efficacy-performance correlations were actually 
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statistically equal between aggregation and consensus. As noted by Boerner, Krause, and 
Gebert (2004), the work of music ensembles is highly coordinated by nature, exhibiting 
the type of simultaneous task interdependence described by other scholars (Saavedra, 
Earley, & Van Dyne, 1993; Van de Ven, Delbecq, & Koenig, 1976). Schmidt’s (2007) 
research (discussed earlier) provides further support, given that aggregated collective 
efficacy had higher correlations with other group-based attributes than with self-efficacy. 
Although there is scholarship to suggest that the consensus approach might 
provide at least as strong a correlation with performance as would aggregation, I chose to 
employ the aggregation approach in the present study. This choice allowed me to 
consider the high level of interdependence that exists within ensemble performance, as 
well as the relatively lower likelihood that the efficacy measurement instrument could 
itself influence reported beliefs. Further, aggregation allows for the opportunity to gauge 
the extent to which within-group agreement may or may not be reflected in efficacy-
performance relationships. 
Measuring Musical Performance 
The validity and reliability of adjudicated performance scores has understandably 
been a source of contention. Researchers have indicated, for instance, that a judge’s 
assigned scores can be influenced by factors extraneous to the aural experience, such as a 
performer’s stage presence, dress, and physical attractiveness (Wapnick, Mazza, & 
Darrow, 2000). On the other hand, Wrigley and Emmerson (2013) argued that while 
assessment of musical performance may not be wholly objective in the scientific sense, 
valid and reliable measures 
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may not be as problematic or unobtainable as is often claimed and imagined. In 
fact, evidence strongly suggests that a disciplinary consensus of music 
performance quality that reflects more than personal taste or intuition appears to 
have already been operating. (p. 99) 
Some of the evidence supporting this conclusion is found in earlier research examining 
performance rubrics used in practical settings, such as adjudicated festivals or contests. 
Findings indicate that these rubrics tend to have at least moderately high inter-rater 
reliability, particularly when rubrics include details describing the various levels of 
performance within each rating category (Bergee, 2003; Hash, 2012; Latimer, Bergee, & 
Cohen, 2010; Norris & Borst, 2007). Further, scored performances are a practical reality 
in music education contexts (Radocy, 1986) and, for some educators, may constitute the 
primary means of assessment for their students (Colwell, 2002). 
 Various studies have included development and/or validation of musical 
performance scales (Latimer et al., 2010; Smith & Barnes, 2007; Wrigley & Emmerson, 
2013; Zelenak, 2010). Scales developed by Smith and Barnes (2007), and scales 
examined by Latimer et al. (2010), are of particular interest given their foci on string 
ensembles. 
Smith and Barnes (2007) developed their performance rubric specifically for use 
with middle and high school orchestras. The reduced version of the instrument was 
intended for practical utility, comprising 25 items divided among seven factors: 
ensemble, left hand, position, rhythm, tempo, presentation, and bow. Scale items within 
each factor are scored on a 9-point Likert-type scale. Smith and Barnes explained that the 
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number of items per factor reflect the factor’s relative weight: The ensemble factor 
contains the most items (six), while the tempo, presentation, and bow factors each contain 
just two items. Smith and Barnes reported high overall reliability for the scale 
(Cronbach’s α = .92). The authors advised presenting scale items in a randomized order; 
however, judges accustomed to using rubrics in which related items are grouped together 
might find themselves disoriented by an instrument with items randomized as Smith and 
Barnes suggested. 
Rather than develop an original performance rating instrument, Latimer, Bergee, 
and Cohen (2010) chose to examine the validity and reliability of a group of new, state-
adopted adjudication rubrics specific to high school band, choral, and orchestral 
ensembles (Kansas State High School Activities Association [KSHSAA], 2006). For this 
instrument, numerical scores are assigned to each of nine factor-labeled items: tone, 
intonation, expression, technique, rhythmic accuracy, note accuracy, balance, blend, and 
other. Similar to the Smith and Barnes (2007) scale, score ranges vary among the items to 
reflect the relative importance of each factor. Tone, intonation, and expression each had 
the widest range (1–15 points per factor), and the “other” factor had the narrowest range 
(0–3). Latimer et al. found that the rubric had high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = 
.88, p < .001), and an even higher internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .89, p < .001) 
when the “other” factor was removed. Latimer et al. implied that a major strength of the 
rubric lies in its general usefulness for band, choral, as well as orchestral groups; 
however, the authors did not report whether the high reliability levels were maintained in 
analyses of the specific ensemble types. Like the Smith and Barnes (2007) scale, the 
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KSHSAA rubric uses a weighted point scoring system amenable to statistical analyses 
requiring continuous data. As an added advantage, the Kansas scale employs a format 
familiar to judges in contest or festival settings. I therefore chose to use a the KSHSAA 
rubric to measure performance in the present study. As described in Chapter 3, I made 
slight modifications to the scale to adapt it for use with chamber ensembles. 
Summary 
 In this chapter, I have reviewed a range of research that lays the foundation for the 
present study. Discussion of efficacy theory, and of collective efficacy in particular, 
outlines the theoretical lens through which I considered ensemble confidence, within-
group agreement, and the relationship between collective efficacy and performance. Due 
to the near absence of research on collective efficacy and musical performance, I turned 
to parallel literature across various disciplines outside of music including sports, general 
education, and business-related scholarship. There is broad interdisciplinary evidence that 
collective efficacy does indeed relate to performance among various types of extant 
groups; this evidence strongly suggests the existence of such a relationship in music 
ensemble domains. Because musical efficacy research in general has yet to mature, I 
deemed it appropriate to consider the overall state of this research area to date. This 
consideration helps position my study within the wider field of music efficacy 
scholarship. Questions surrounding methodology exist for both efficacy measurement and 
performance measurement. I considered a number of those questions and how they have 
come to bear on the present study. 
 The literature reviewed in this chapter reveals a scarcity of musical collective 
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efficacy research, whether compared to fields outside of music, or to music scholarship 
on self-efficacy belief. As explained in Chapter 1, this relative absence of research limits 
our understanding of a group-level construct that impacts ensembles’ goals, intensity of 
effort, resilience, and identity (see Bandura, 1997; Maehr et al., 2002, Zaccaro, 1995).  
Further, there is little clarity as to the extent to which ensemble members agree in their 
estimations of group competency, or the extent to which collective efficacy relates to 
performance among intact ensembles. In this exploratory study, I aimed to begin 
addressing these needs for the benefit of musicians and educators interested in the role of 
motivational constructs that influence ensemble functioning.
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
The latter portions of the previous chapter included reviews of scholarship that 
has greatly influenced the methodology employed for this study, particularly in terms of 
measuring both the efficacy and performance constructs. The foregoing discussion 
contextualizes the methodological descriptions provided in this chapter. 
Participants 
 Seventy students comprising 18 chamber music ensembles participated in this 
study. The sampling frame for this study included college-aged musicians taking part in 
chamber music programs across the United States. Eligible musicians included students 
enrolled in collegiate chamber music programs, or in summer programs offering chamber 
music study during the spring, summer, and fall of 2016. String ensembles were the 
target of recruitment, although I also included groups comprising string players alongside 
pianists and wind musicians. 
Recruitment 
I initiated recruitment by contacting chamber music faculty at 133 collegiate 
institutions and summer programs, requesting that faculty make participation in this study 
available to eligible ensembles. Continued recruitment efforts with faculty who 
responded positively to my requests varied based on my ability to visit their respective 
programs personally. I offered and made arrangements with faculty to visit programs 
geographically accessible to me, that would be active during periods when my schedule 
would allow for such travel. Once I arrived to these sites, faculty allowed me to make 
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personal invitations to eligible ensembles. I gave each interested ensemble a uniquely 
labeled packet of materials containing three items: an informed consent document (see 
Appendix C), a set of study instructions (Appendix D), and copies for each musician of 
the collective efficacy survey (Appendix E; described in more detail later in this chapter) 
to be distributed among individual ensemble members. I ensured that prospective 
participants had the opportunity to review these materials as they considered whether to 
participate. In circumstances where I was not able to visit programs, I sent faculty an 
agreed upon number of study packets (one per ensemble) to forward to their students. I 
did not know whether students subsequently agreed to participate until I began receiving 
back completed study materials. 
Due to the brief timespan during which any participating ensemble was engaged 
in this research, initial enrollment essentially coincided with each group’s period of data 
collection. Musicians indicated their agreement to participate, and verified their age 
eligibility, using appropriate check boxes that appeared at the top of each survey copy. I 
considered participants initially enrolled once they completed either of the two study 
activities described in the Procedures section of this chapter: completed survey sets, and a 
performance video. The surveys required musicians to gauge the performance abilities of 
their respective ensembles; after completing the surveys, ensembles were to perform an 
excerpt from their repertoire. Continued enrollment beyond the first submission of either 
component was subject to the conditions described below.  
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Retention Criteria 
There were three criteria under which enrolled ensembles would be retained for 
the study: (a) ensembles needed to unanimously agree to participate, (b) each member 
needed to be at least 18 years old, and (c) groups needed to complete both the survey and 
video portions of the study. As mentioned above, participants signaled that they met the 
agreement and age criteria by checking appropriate boxes on their respective copies of 
the survey. I reviewed the checked selections on each returned survey, withdrawing entire 
ensembles when any member did not indicate agreement to participate, or indicated that 
they were under the age of 18. I used the unique codes labeled on each ensemble’s study 
packet (distributed during recruitment) to verify the third retention criterion: The numeric 
code also appeared on each copy of the ensemble’s surveys, and would further be 
attached to videos as well. I withdrew from the study any ensemble from which I did not 
receive either a survey set or video, or where the number of performers on the video 
exceeded the number of returned surveys—indicating an incomplete survey set. 
Sample 
Twenty-three ensembles, consisting of 93 musicians, indicated interest in the 
study by returning at least the survey set they received or their performance video. No 
musician or group requested withdrawal once enrolled. I did withdraw two ensembles 
because at least one member indicated that they were under the age of 18; the design of 
this study provided no mechanism for attaining parental consent. I withdrew three other 
ensembles from whom I received completed survey sets, but no performance video. As a 
result, I retained a total of 18 ensembles, represented by 70 musicians. Notably, all of the 
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withdrawn ensembles came from programs I was not able to visit. Although I sought to 
recruit a national sample, the final sample consisted of participants in programs located in 
either the Northwest region (55 musicians from 14 ensembles), or the Western region (15 
musicians from 4 ensembles). Eleven ensembles (41 musicians) were based in collegiate 
programs, and 7 (29 musicians) in summer chamber music festivals. The first and third 
research questions for this study (level of collective efficacy belief; relationship between 
collective efficacy and performance) were measured at the ensemble level; therefore, 
sample size for those questions is interpreted as the number of participating ensembles (N 
= 18; see Stajkovic et al., 2009). Addressing the second research question (within-group 
agreement) involved direct analysis of individual-level responses; therefore, the sample 
size for that question matches the number of individual participants (N = 70). 
While the retention rate among participants initially enrolled in this study was 
high, (78.26% of ensembles; 75.27% of individuals), I could not accurately calculate an 
overall response rate among those invited to participate. I sent out packets of study 
materials for 69 ensembles to chamber music faculty who responded to my initial 
requests and agreed to make this study available to students, and I distributed another 10 
packets directly to ensembles I visited in person (all of the groups I visited met the 
retention criteria). Although I distributed 79 packets in all, this number did not 
necessarily represent the total number of eligible ensembles at their respective 
institutions: Some cooperating faculty indicated that they coached other ensembles to 
whom they would not make the study available for various reasons, and I was not always 
sure that I had contacted—or received responses from—all faculty members responsible 
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for chamber music coaching. Twenty-three ensembles initially responded, but I had no 
way of knowing how many of the remaining 56 ensembles ultimately received the study 
materials I sent to faculty; therefore, I could not distinguish between nonparticipating 
ensembles that had chosen not to participate, and those who had not been informed about 
the study. 
In the interest of confidentiality, I did not require participants to provide their 
names. As indicated above, I identified ensembles using only numeric codes. I used 
Microsoft Excel to generate a list of random codes prior to recruitment. While generating 
the codes, I discovered the need to screen the resultant list for duplicates. I deleted all 
duplicate codes to prevent accidentally assigning different ensembles to the same code. 
Codes were recorded at the top of survey sets prior to distribution, and ensemble 
instructions detailed how to attach appropriate codes to video submissions. 
Measurement Instruments 
 Two researcher-modified measurement instruments were used in this study: A 
collective efficacy scale (Appendix E) based on a self-efficacy scale developed by 
Hendricks (2009), and a performance rubric for chamber ensembles (Appendix F) based 
on an orchestra performance rating scale developed by the Kansas State High School 
Activities Association (2006). Below, I discuss each of these instruments in turn, with 
details on the relevant adaptations I made for this study. I also discuss the associated 
piloting for the efficacy scale. 
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Collective Efficacy Scale 
 Hendricks (2009) developed a self-efficacy scale for use with high school honor 
orchestra participants. The scale was used to collect primarily quantitative data within 
Hendricks’s mixed-method study of the sources of self-efficacy belief among high school 
honor ensemble musicians. Three slightly different versions of the scale were 
administered just prior to (a) placement auditions, (b) rehearsals, and (c) a concert. 
Because the present study’s protocol included chamber ensemble performances, I used 
Hendricks’s pre-concert version of the self-efficacy scale as a model. The first seven 
items in Hendricks’s scale ask participants to indicate their level of confidence, from 0% 
to 100%, in their ability to perform all of their concert repertoire considering each of the 
following: (a) technical difficulties (item A1), (b) expressive and interpretive challenges 
(A2), (c) playing to the best of their ability (B1), (d) generally handling performance 
challenges (B2), (e) playing in a way that enhances the orchestra (B3), (f) ability to 
impress an audience (B4), and (g) performing comparably to the best musicians at the 
event (B5). A follow-up item asks participants to provide a written explanation for their 
response to any one of the previous items. 
To suit the purposes of the present study, I reworded the scale to refer to one’s 
ensemble, rather than to oneself, and to a single musical selection rather than to multiple 
pieces (e.g., “Rate your percentage of confidence RIGHT NOW that your ensemble can 
perform its piece”). Also, I omitted Hendricks’s item B3, which indicated playing in a 
way that enhances the orchestra, since efficacy measurement here refers to an entire 
ensemble, rather than to the musical contributions of individual members. Because I 
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deleted the item, I re-numbered the subsequent item (impressing the audience, originally 
numbered B4) as B3. 
Another adaptation I made was to remove the last scale-based item, originally B5, 
in which respondents were asked to consider their level of performance with respect to 
their peers. A theoretical basis for this item’s removal has been supported in the 
literature. Social comparison is theoretically distinct from efficacy beliefs, although the 
performance of one’s peers can certainly influence those beliefs (Zimmerman, 2000). 
Hendricks’s (2009) findings reflected this distinction, as correlations between the 
expressive performance item and the social comparison item were the lowest, or second 
lowest, in each of the scale administrations (r = .33 for the pre-concert iteration). 
Finally, I omitted the written response portion of the survey. Hendricks (2009) 
explained that the intent of this section was to provide for deeper insight into participants’ 
self-efficacy beliefs, with a particular interest in identifying the sources of those beliefs 
(see p. 102). Efforts toward a similarly holistic understanding would certainly benefit 
examinations of collective efficacy beliefs, but those aims were beyond the scope of my 
study. 
As a final adaptation, I transferred the scale to an online format. This and other 
modifications occurred prior to the final version of this study’s protocol, by which point I 
had returned the survey to a paper format for inclusion in the study packets described 
earlier in this chapter. I thought that a web-based survey would facilitate easy access, and 
thereby maximize participant response; however, I was unable to recruit any participants 
beyond the pilot study (described below). I therefore updated the study protocol to return 
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the scale to a paper format. 
Pilot. In Hendricks’s (2009) study, the pre-concert self-efficacy scale 
demonstrated strong reliability, with Cronbach’s α = .91. I deemed it appropriate to pilot 
the adapted, 5-item version of Hendricks’s scale, due to the substantive modifications 
described above. My goal for the pilot was to gain preliminary evidence as to whether the 
modified survey could retain strong levels of reliability, whether it was easily navigable 
for participants in an electronic form, and whether respondents would consider it suitable 
for use with chamber ensembles. 
Eight college-age chamber music students participated anonymously in the pilot 
study. These students were string players attending summer chamber music programs at 
one of several locations in the United States; participants accessed the online version of 
the survey (Appendix B) by clicking on a link I provided to appropriate festival staff. 
Because the intent of this pilot was to test the internal reliability of the scale, it was not 
necessary for entire ensembles to participate. I deemed it acceptable to recruit a fairly 
small number of participants for the pilot, given the similarity of the collective efficacy 
scale to Hendricks’s (2009) extensively piloted self-efficacy scale.  
In the pilot instructions, I asked participants to responded to survey items “as if 
referring to a performance [their] ensemble would record soon after submitting the 
survey” (see the pilot survey instructions, Appendix B).  I also feedback on participants’ 
likelihood of agreeing to complete the survey prior to a performance, problems accessing 
and navigating the survey electronically, and opinions on the appropriateness of the scale 
for use with chamber ensembles. 
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I calculated reliability (Table 3.1), descriptive statistics (Table 3.2), and inter-item 
correlations (Table 3.3) for responses to the 5 scale items using IBM SPSS. In the column 
of Table 3.1 that shows the scale mean if item deleted, the software-generated mean 
reflects the sum totals of percent confident estimates for each of the 4 remaining items. 
To clarify this statistic as a percentage of confidence, I divided the generated figure by 
the number of remaining items (4), and included this adjustment in parentheses within the 
same column. 
Table 3.1 – Collective Efficacy Pilot Survey: Reliability Statistics 
 
CE Scale 
Mean if Item Deleted 








if Item Deleted 
A1. Technical 315 
(78.75% conf.) 
 
3428.57 .80 .77 
A2. Expressive 312.50 
(78.13% conf.) 
 
3078.57 .79 .75 
B1. Best of ability 303.75 
(75.94% conf.) 
 
3798.21 .46 .84 
B2. Handle challenges 300 
(75% conf.) 
 
3914.29 .72 .81 
B3. Impress 308.75 
(77.19% conf.) 
1898.21 .79 .81 
N = 8 
Item Mean: 77% Confidence 
Cronbach’s  = .83 
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Table 3.2 – Collective Efficacy Pilot Survey: Descriptive Statistics 
 M (SD) Mdn Min Max 
A1. Technical (% conf.) 70 (13.09) 70 50 90 
A2. Expressive (% conf.) 72.50 (16.69) 70 50 90 
B1. Best of ability (% conf.) 81.25 (14.58) 80 60 100 
B2. Handle challenges (% conf.) 85 (9.26) 80 70 100 
B3. Impress (% conf.) 76.25 (29.73) 85 10 100 
N = 8 
Table 3.3 – Collective Efficacy Pilot Survey: Inter-item Correlations (Spearman’s rS) 
 A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 
A1. Technical 1     
A2. Expressive .62 1    
B1. Best of ability .21 .60 1   
B2. Handle challenges .85* .61 .33 1  
B3. Impress .93** .62 .40 .89** 1 
N = 8; Ramsey’s (1989) Critical Value (p <. 05): .74 
*p < .05, two-tailed. **p < .01, two-tailed. 
 
Overall reliability of the modified scale (Cronbach’s α = .83) was high, and 
compared favorably with that of Hendricks’s (2009) original scale (for which Cronbach’s 
α = .91). Piloting indicated a considerable contrast with Hendricks’s study in terms of 
scale items with the highest and lowest item-total correlations. For example, item A1 
(technical difficulties of the piece) had the highest item-total correlation (.80) in this 
pilot, whereas for Hendricks, this item’s correlation was lower than most others. Table 
3.1 indicates that most items contributed to the scale’s reliability; deletion of all items 
except item B1 (best of ability) would lower Cronbach’s α from .83 to as low as .77.  
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As seen in Table 3.2, pilot participants reported moderately strong levels of 
confidence in the abilities of their respective ensembles. Item means ranged from 70% for 
item A1 (technical difficulties) to 85% for item B2 (generally handling performance 
challenges). This range is just below the range across parallel items from Hendricks’s 
(2009) pre-concert self-efficacy scale, where item means ranged from 84.25% (item A1, 
technical difficulties) and 89% (item B2, generally handling performance challenges). 
Notably, items A1 (technical difficulties) and B2 (generally handle performance 
challenges) exhibited the lowest and highest mean confidence levels, respectively, among 
items common to both scale versions. In another parallel with Hendricks’s findings the 
item on impressing the audience (item B4 in Hendricks’s study; re-numbered as item B3 
in my adaption) displayed both the widest response range, and the largest standard 
deviation. Responses to Hendricks’s questionnaire ranged from 0% to 100% (M = 
86.12%, SD = 18.73%); in the present study pilot, responses ranged from 10% to 100% 
(M = 76.25%, SD = 29.73%). Similarities also occurred for item B2 (generally handling 
performance challenges), which exhibited the highest mean in both studies (M = 89% in 
Hendricks’s study; M = 85% in the pilot), and one of the lowest item standard deviations 
(SD = 15.48% in Hendricks’s study; SD = 9.26% in the pilot. The item’s response range 
in Hendricks’s study (10% to 100%) was wider than in the pilot (70% to 100%), but the 
other similarities make the item sufficiently comparable between the studies. 
I used SPSS to calculate inter-item correlations using Spearman’s rho (rS). The 
Spearman statistic was more appropriate than Pearson’s product-moment (r) due to the 
small size of the pilot sample (Cohen, 1992, recommended a minimum sample size of 28 
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for r). Chen and Popovich (2002) cautioned that statistics software such as SPSS do not 
appropriately account for sample size in significance tests for rS.; accordingly, I referred 
instead to Ramsey’s (1989) critical values table, which indicates a minimum rS of .74 for 
significance at the .05 level where N = 8. Because raw data included tied scores, I 
followed an additional recommendation by Chen and Popovich (2002)—calculating rS 
using a Pearson-based formula, substituting rank positions for variable scores. The 
authors explained that a commonly used, simplified rS formula does not appropriately 
account for ties. 
The high significance threshold helps explain my finding that most of the inter-
item correlations in this pilot were non-significant (see Table 3.3); however, even the 
nonsignificant correlation coefficients were comparable to those found by Hendricks 
(2009) in the original self-efficacy scale. The highest correlations, significant even within 
the small sample, occurred among the items A1 (technical difficulties), B2 (generally 
handling performance challenges), and B3 (impressing an audience). The strongest 
correlating pairs were A1 and B3 (rS = .93, p < .01), B2 and B3 (rS = .89, p < .01), A1 and 
B2 (rS = .85, p < .05). 
Pilot study participants provided generally positive feedback. Six of the eight 
participants indicated some degree of likelihood for completing the scale just prior to a 
performance. The only written response for this feedback item came from one of the 
other two participants, who indicated a likelihood of becoming distracted with thoughts 
about their survey responses over the course of performing. Seven participants reported 
having a very easy (n = 4) or easy (n = 3) time following the link to the web-based 
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survey; the remaining participant reported that following the link was somewhat difficult. 
That participant provided no further explanation in the available narrative feedback 
section. Internet connection issues may have come into play, particularly if the participant 
attempted to access the survey from a mobile device with a weak cellular connection. All 
participants reported having at least a somewhat easy time navigating the informed 
consent portion of the web-based scale; and all participants reported having an easy (n = 
4) or very easy (n = 4) time navigating the survey itself. 
As indicated in Table 3.4, pilot participants generally assessed each of the survey 
items to be relevant for chamber ensembles. For each item, six or seven participants 
indicated at least some degree of relevance, with one or two participants being neutral. 
Interestingly, the two items representing the extreme ends of response spread were the 
most likely to be considered either neutral or only somewhat relevant. Item B2 (generally 
handling performance challenges, response range of 70% to 100%) was rated as neutral 
by one participant, and somewhat relevant by two participants. Item B3 (impressing the 
audience, response range of 10% to 100%) was rated as neutral by two participants, and 
somewhat relevant by one participant. Neither of these items was rated as being either 
“relevant” or “very relevant” by more than five participants. It should be noted that none 
of the five items was reported to be at all irrelevant; there just seems to have been a 
slightly greater share of ambivalence toward the “challenges” and “impress” items as 
they were thought to apply to chamber ensembles. With respect to the “challenges” item, 
the discussion below indicates that wording of the item was not universally clear for 
participants; this lack of clarity may have contributed to the “somewhat relevant” or 
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“neutral” responses regarding that item. As for the “audience” item, perhaps not all 
participants agreed that impressing the audience was a goal unique to chamber musicians, 
as opposed to musicians more generally. 
Table 3.4 – Collective Efficacy Pilot Survey: n Participants Reporting Item Relevance 







A1. Technical 0 0 0 1 1 5 1 
A2. Expressive 0 0 0 1 1 5 1 
B1. Best of 
ability 0 0 0 2 0 4 2 
B2. Handle 
challenges 0 0 0 1 2 3 2 
B3. Impress 0 0 0 2 1 2 3 
N = 8 
 
Participants provided more mixed feedback on item clarity, though this feedback 
was generally positive, as illustrated in Table 3.5. Most participants found phrasing for 
four of the five items to be at least somewhat clear. The exception was item B2 (generally 
handling performance challenges). One participant found this item to be unclear, and four 
others were neutral on the clarity of this item. This finding raises some concern; however, 
other data may play a mitigating role. Deleting item B2 would actually lower Cronbach’s 
α slightly, from .83 to .81. Also, as seen in Table 3.3, item B2 had a significant 
correlation with the item A1 (technical difficulties of the piece). By extension, item A1 
had the highest item-total correlation as seen in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.5 – Collective Efficacy Pilot Survey: n Participants Reporting Item Clarity 







A1. Technical 0 0 1 0 1 5 1 
A2. Expressive 0 0 1 0 0 6 1 
B1. Best of 
ability 0 1 1 0 1 5 0 
B2. Handle 
challenges 0 1 0 4 0 3 0 
B3. Impress 0 0 2 0 1 5 0 
N = 8 
 
Given generally encouraging results, particularly a strong reliability estimate of 
.83, I deemed the piloted version of the collective efficacy belief scale suitable for use in 
the main study without further item alteration. Special attention is warranted, however, to 
the item B2 (generally handling performance challenges), given the slightly negative 
reports from pilot participants about the clarity of the item’s wording. As discussed 
above, however, the item’s strong corrected item-total correlation, and its positive affect 
on overall scale reliability indicate that item B2 could be safely retained for the main 
study. As explained earlier in this chapter, the only change I made to the collective 
efficacy scale after piloting was to return it to a paper format.   
Performance Rating Scale 
To measure performance, I employed a researcher-adapted version of a rating 
rubric that was originally developed for the purpose of adjudicating secondary orchestras 
in the state of Kansas (KSHSAA, 2006). The original rubric contains 9 items, each 
labeled with a performance category. The range of scores per item reflect each category’s 
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relative weight: scores for tone, intonation, and expression each range between 1 and 15; 
scores for technique range between 1–10; scores for rhythmic accuracy range between 1 
and 7; scores for note accuracy, balance, and blend each range between 1 and 5; and 
scores for a category labeled “other” range between 0 and 3. The score ranges are 
subdivided among five Roman numeral, ordinal rating categories, with the highest scores 
corresponding to a  “I” or “Outstanding” rating. Rating categories for each performance 
item contain brief descriptions of a performance characterizing the associated rating (e.g., 
a “II” rating under Technique indicates “Strong articulation and technical performance 
with minor defects”). The sum of scores across all nine items determines an overall 
performance rating within the following intervals: 69–80 (“I” or “Outstanding”), 53–68 
(“II” or “Excellent”), 37–52 (“III” or “Average”), 21–36 (“IV” or “Poor”), and 8–20 (“V” 
or “Ineffective”). 
In their ex post facto validation study, Latimer et al. (2010) found that the rubric 
had high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .88, p < .001), and that adjudicators and 
ensemble directors generally found the instrument to be a good reflection of how 
ensembles perform. Notably, the authors found a higher level of internal consistency 
when the “other” factor was removed (Cronbach’s α = .89, p < .001). As the authors 
discussed, categories such as “other” are left to the interpretation of the evaluator, and 
can be excluded to improve reliability. Latimer and colleagues further found moderate to 
high item-total correlations, ranging from .62 to .87 for most items; only the “other” item 
had a lower item-total correlation (r = .46). Further analysis indicated an acceptable total 
score reliability (Kendall’s W = .80). The coefficients for the contributing items ranged 
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from W = .47 (for other), and W = .77 (for tone). 
Since this rubric is intended for use with an orchestra, I studied its construction 
considering its suitability for use with smaller, unconducted chamber ensembles, with 
particular attention to the descriptive statements accompanying each of the rating 
categories across items. I reasoned that the majority of these statements could apply 
equally to chamber ensembles without modification. Statements under blend, however, 
contain references to instrumental sections and to the entire ensemble (e.g., “Consistent 
blend within sections and across the ensemble”). I determined that minor alteration was 
necessary for these statements, omitting the references to sections since each member of a 
chamber ensemble is solely responsible for their part. The only additional modification I 
made was to omit the “other” item. As mentioned above, Latimer et al. (2010) found a 
slight increase in the scale’s overall consistency with this item removed, and this item 
had the lowest item-total correlation. Given this rubric’s reasonable applicability to 
smaller chamber ensembles, the acceptable results of its prior validation, and that only 
minimal modifications were made under the blend item, I determined that the scale was 
suitable for use without further piloting. 
Procedures 
Participants completed two activities for this study: the collective efficacy survey 
described earlier in this chapter, and a video recorded performance of and excerpt from 
the groups’ own repertoire. In my written instructions, I asked participants to complete 
the survey independently of other ensemble members, and to record the performance 
video as a group. Video recording was to occur only after completing the surveys, and I 
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recommended a video length of three to four minutes. I did not specify a particular setting 
for the recordings: Most groups (n = 14) recorded performances in what appeared to be 
rehearsal spaces, while the others (n = 4) record public performances. Instructions 
allowed for the use of readily available recording equipment, such as a smartphone. At 
programs I visited in person, I offered to record the videos myself using my own 
smartphone.  
I visited 10 ensembles in person, collecting data on-site from most of them. After 
gathering completed surveys, I used my smartphone to video record performances, 
whether in rehearsal or recital settings. Members of one ensemble I visited preferred not 
to complete the study during my visit; they indicated that their repertoire was not yet 
prepared to a point where they felt comfortable submitting a recording. I honored those 
participants’ request that I leave their materials packet with them to submit later when 
they felt more prepared. Members of this ensemble and of groups I was not able to visit 
returned the survey sets either electronically, or by mail using a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope I provided. Ensembles that recorded their own performances submitted videos 
using a link provided on the instruction page. The link allowed video uploads to a secure, 
researcher-maintained cloud storage folder. In all, nine of the ensembles submitted their 
materials by correspondence; I collected data from the other nine in person. 
A panel of four experienced string performers and educators judged each of the 
submitted videos, using the researcher-modified ensemble performance rubric described 
above. Because viewing videos of participants constituted access to personally 
identifiable data, I obtained IRB approval for each judge prior to granting them access to 
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the videos. Once approved, I provisioned judges with limited access to the cloud folder 
storing the performance videos. Judges could view the videos, but I disabled their ability 
to download the files to minimize the risk of a confidentiality breach. I closed judges’ 
access completely once score sheets were returned and, as an added precaution, removed 
all videos from the cloud once all judges had submitted their scores. I provided directions 
to judges for completing their scoring, but they were blind to the study’s purpose during 
their review period (see Appendix G).  
Data Preparation and Analytical Procedures 
Raw data included collective efficacy assessments from each participating 
chamber musician, and performance scores for each ensemble provided by each of the 
four judges. I used Microsoft Excel to calculate each ensemble’s collective efficacy 
belief, aggregating members’ responses to group-level measures. I also used Excel to 
calculate each group’s performance quality as an aggregate of judges’ ratings. 
I calculated multiple central tendency measures (mean, median, and mode) for 
each ensemble’s member-level collective efficacy assessments to test for similarity. 
Dissimilarity between a group’s mean and median could indicate that the mean was 
skewed by an extreme member-level response. Such a result would indicate that an 
ensemble’s collective efficacy might be more accurately measured by its median score. In 
this preliminary analysis, I did not apply the same level of central tendency scrutiny to 
the performance assessments provided by each judge for each ensemble: Although 
performance scores were important for correlational analyses, they were not themselves 
the target of this study’s purpose. Mean and median performance scores reported in 
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Chapter 4 represent central tendency measures across the 18-ensemble sample, rather 
than central tendency performance scores within ensembles. 
To calculate within-group agreement, I used James, Demaree, and Wolf’s (1984) 
rwg(J) statistic. The James et al. paper includes the formula for the statistic, represented 
here as Equation 1: 
rwg(J) = 
![#$ %&'				)*+,							) ]
! #$ %&'				)*+,							) . %&'				)*+,							)
, (1) 
where J represents the number of scale items (5 items in this study); s xJ
2 represents 
mean item variance across the group, and σEU
2 represents expected variance, assuming 
uniform distribution. When calculated using continuous scale data, σEU
2 = (A – 1)2/12, 
where A represents the upper limit of scale item responses. In this study, participants 
rated confidence levels of up to 100%; therefore, σEU
2 = (100-1)2/12 = 816.75. The rwg(J) 
statistic was not readily available in the IBM SPSS statistical package, so I entered the 
equation into the collective efficacy spreadsheet described above. A replica of the 
spreadsheet template appears in Appendix H and includes the formula I entered to 
calculate the rwg(J) statistic. 
I transferred spreadsheet data, including calculated rwg(J) statistics, from Excel into 
SPSS. I used SPSS to calculate descriptive data across the sampled ensembles (sample 
means, standard deviations, and ranges), as well as correlations as described in Chapter 4.  
 I assessed interrater reliability among the panel of performance judges assisting 
with this study using Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W). Latimer et al. (2010) used 
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this statistic in their validation study of the performance rating instrument upon which I 
based the rubric employed in this study, and I used the same statistic so that reliability 
results could be readily compared. 
 Computing Spearman’s rS. To conduct correlational analyses, I used Spearman’s 
rho (rS), which is based on ranked scores rather than actual variable values. I chose this 
nonparametric statistic over Pearson’s product-moment correlation (r) due to the small 
sample size in this study (N = 18). As discussed earlier in this chapter, Cohen (1992) 
suggested that a sample of at least 28 is necessary for Pearson’s r to accurately detect 
significant correlations at the .05 alpha level or lower. I used Ramsey’s (1989) table of 
critical values table for rS to determine when correlation coefficients fell below .05, .01, 
or .001 alpha levels, following Chen and Popovich’s (2002) recommendation to rely on 
such tables rather than software-generated significance levels for this particular statistic. 
Chen and Popovich (2002) explained that two formulas exist for rS: one that 
replicates the Pearson r formula, substituting actual variable values with rank positions; 
and a simplified variant that is useful so long as no ties appear among rankings. Analysis 
of the data set revealed tied scores for each variable (collective efficacy belief, within-
group agreement, and performance quality; see Appendix I), so I deemed it necessary to 
apply the Pearson-based SPSS formula to rank scores for each variable. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
 The purpose of this exploratory study was to examine collective efficacy belief 
among collegiate string chamber music ensembles, the extent to which ensemble 
members agree in their collective efficacy assessments, and the relationship between 
collective efficacy belief and performance quality. Members of 18 ensembles 
independently completed surveys gauging their confidence in their own groups’ abilities. 
Each ensemble then video recorded an excerpt from their performance repertoire. I 
calculated each ensemble’s collective efficacy belief by aggregating individual survey 
responses to the ensemble level, and then used James et al.’s (1984) rwg(J) statistic to 
calculate a within-group agreement index for each ensemble. A panel of judges scored 
each performance video, and their aggregated ratings constituted the measure of 
ensemble performance quality.  
Preliminary Analyses 
Collective Efficacy: Group-level Aggregation 
As Bandura (2006) explained, collective efficacy belief should be measured as a 
group-level construct, best represented by aggregating responses provided by individual 
group members. For each of the five items in the efficacy survey, ensemble members 
rated confidence in their groups’ capabilities by percentages, where 0% represented a 
total lack of confidence, and 100% indicated complete confidence (see Appendix E). 
Simply summing these percentage responses across an ensemble would have allowed for 
values far greater than 100. While these large sums would have been sufficiently useful 
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for statistical analyses, they would have challenged the conceptual coherence offered by 
percentages. I therefore used calculated central tendency statistics (M and Mdn) of the 
summed responses, preserving the ability to express aggregated collective efficacy belief 
as a percentage of confidence. I calculated both means and medians to detect substantive 
differences between the two central tendency indices. Mode scores were present within 
only 4 of the 18 ensembles and were therefore not considered. As seen in Table I.1 
(Appendix I), mean and median scores for each of the 18 ensembles were comparable, 
with no difference between the two measures exceeding 5.33%. These modest differences 
indicate that divergent individual efficacy reports did not severely distort ensembles’ 
mean scores. Accordingly, I deemed it acceptable to conduct group-level analyses relying 
on each ensemble’s mean collective efficacy score.  
Performance Score  
Each ensemble’s performance video was scored by a panel of four judges, using 
my adaptation of a Kansas State High School Activities Association (2006) orchestra 
rubric (see Chapter 3 for explanation, and Appendix F for my adapted rubric). Ensemble 
performance quality for each group was represented by the mean of judges’ scores. 
Significance Levels  
Ideally, significant correlations reported in this chapter would include precise 
alpha levels; however, Chen and Popovich (2002) cautioned that when N < 19, p values 
generated by statistical software may not be accurate because the software does not 
appropriately account for sample size. Because correlations for this study compared 
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ensemble-level measures (N = 18), I do not report the SPSS-generated p values here. 
Instead, I reference Ramsey’s (1989) table of critical values for rS to indicate when alphas 
fell below the widely recognized .05, .01, or .001 levels. Ramsey’s table indicates that for 
a sample size of 18, rS  coefficients should be at least .472 to be significant at the .05 level 
(two-tailed). 
Reliability Analyses 
Collective efficacy instrument. I analyzed reliability of the collective efficacy 
scale at both the ensemble and individual levels, as reflected in Table 4.1. Ensemble-level 
statistics represent the theoretical positioning of collective efficacy belief as a group 
attribute, and as such represents aggregated responses from within each of the 18 
ensembles in this study. The purpose of including individual-level analysis in the 
reliability report was to facilitate direct comparison to results from the pilot study 
reported in Chapter 3; pilot study data were based on individual responses. 
The first column in Table 4.1 indicates the affect an item’s deletion would have 
on the scale’s mean. This statistic can help detect outlier items that would severely distort 
the overall scale mean. As explained in Chapter 3, the software-generated statistic for this 
measure reflects a sum of percentage-based confidence levels across the remaining scale 
items. For the sake of conceptual consistency (expressing collective efficacy belief as a 
percentage of confidence), I include adjusted, percentage-based figures in this column 
along with the software-generated statistic. I calculated the percentage by dividing the 
software-generated figure by the number of remaining items (4). 
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Table 4.1 – Collective Efficacy Survey: Reliability Statistics by Ensemble and by Individual 
 
M if Item Deleted 
(with % conf. adj.) 
 






 if Item 
Deleted 
 Ens. Indiv.  Ens. Indiv.  Ens. Indiv.  Ens. Indiv. 
A1. Technical 303.41 (75.86%) 
303.58 
(75.90%)  37.64 55.69  .77 .63  .91 .88 
A2. Expressive 303.87 (75.97%) 
303.71 
(75.93%)  38.10 56.14  .71 .64  .92 .87 











(74.54%)  37.47 55.80  .82 .78  .90 .84 
B3. Impress 300.10 (75.03%) 
300.14 
(75.04%)  34.08 52.02  .92 .85  .87 .82 
Number of Ensembles: 18. Number of Individuals: 70 
Scale Means: 75.27% Confidence (ensemble); 75.26% Confidence (individual) 
Cronbach’s : .92 (ensemble); .88 (individual) 
Reliability estimates for the collective efficacy survey were high for both the 
ensemble- and individual-based analyses (Cronbach’s α = .92 at the ensemble level, and 
.88 at the individual level). Both estimates improve upon the reliability finding in the 
pilot study (Cronbach’s α = .83), and closely match Hendricks’s (2009) findings in the 
original version of this scale (Cronbach’s α = .91). 
In the pilot study, item B1 (best of ability) was the only item to negatively impact 
reliability; its deletion would have raised Cronbach’s α from .83 to .84. This result was 
not replicated with main study data; Cronbach’s α remained fairly stable with any single 
item’s deletion, and no item deletion would raise Cronbach’s α. The largest drop in 
reliability would come from deleting item B3 (impressing the audience), lowering 
Cronbach’s α from .92 to .87 in the ensemble-level analysis, or from .88 to .82 in the 
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individual-level analysis. 
As reported in Chapter 3, one pilot study participant had indicated that item B2 
(generally handling performance challenges) was unclear. Any ambiguity within the item 
does not appear to have adversely affected scale reliability for the main study; removal of 
the item would have lowered Cronbach’s α from .92 to .90 in the ensemble-level analysis, 
or from .88 to .84 in the individual-level analysis. 
Inter-item correlations appear in Table 4.2. As the table indicates, 8 of the 10 
inter-item correlations were significant at the .05 level or lower. All but two of these 
correlations were significant at the .01 and .001 levels. Each item significantly correlated 
with the remaining items except for item A2 (expressive/interpretive challenges), which 
failed to significantly correlate with either item B1 (best of ability) or item B2 (generally 
handle performance challenges). This indicates that ensembles did not necessarily equate 
their expressive capabilities with performing at their peak, or expressive challenges with 
performance challenges. 
Taken together, the high reliability (Cronbach’s α = .92) and significant 
correlations among scale items indicate that the scale has strong internal consistency, and 
that scale items appropriately center on a single construct (perceived performance 
competency). Based on these reliability findings, I considered continued analyses of these 
data justified. 
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Table 4.2 – Collective Efficacy Belief: Inter-item and Item-Total Correlations (Spearman’s 
rS) 
 A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 OVERALL 
A1. Technical 1      
A2. Expressive .48* 1     
B1. Best of ability .56* .37 1    
B2. Handle challenges .71** .44 .71** 1   
B3. Impress .80*** .59* .85*** .74*** 1  
OVERALL CE .82*** .66** .86*** .83*** .96*** 1 
N = 18; Ramsey’s (1989) Critical Value (p <. 05): .472 
*p < .05, two-tailed. **p < .01, two-tailed. ***p < .001, two-tailed. 
 
Performance rubric: Inter-rater reliability. I measured inter-rater reliability 
among the performance judges using Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W). My 
choice of this statistic parallels Latimer et al. (2010), who employed W to test the 
reliability of the rubric from which I derived the performance scale used in my study. 
Overall reliability among the four judges who scored ensemble performances was strong 
(W = .78, p < .001). Reliabilities for each of the eight performance items were as follows: 
W = .75 (tone); W = .61 (intonation); W = .77 (expression); W = .73 (technique); W = .79 
(rhythmic accuracy); W = .53 (note accuracy); W = .61 (balance); and W = .71 (blend). 
Each item estimate was also significant at the .001 level. These findings are comparable 
to those by Latimer et al. (2010), who calculated an overall reliability of W = .80, and 
performance item reliabilities ranging from W = .55 (rhythm) to W = .77 (tone). 
Accordingly, I deemed inter-rater reliability sufficiently strong to continue with analysis 
of the efficacy-performance relationship. 
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Research Question #1: Collective Efficacy Belief 
In the first research question for this study, I sought to determine levels of 
confidence, or collective efficacy belief, among string chamber ensembles. Table 4.3 
includes summary descriptive statistics for collective efficacy belief across ensembles 
participating in the study (N = 18). Table I.1 (Appendix I) lists descriptive measures for 
each ensemble. As explained in Chapter 3, I report mean and median scores at the 
member level for each ensemble; I do not report mode, since modal scores existed for 
only a few groups (n = 4). I further analyzed for central tendencies at the group level 
across the sample. Here again, I report only mean and median scores; the mode score 
(82%) was shared by just two ensembles. As findings reported below indicate, means and 
medians tended to be comparable, suggesting accurate representation of central tendency 
in both measures; therefore, although I report both descriptive measures, I conducted 
correlational analyses using mean statistics. 
Table 4.3 – Descriptive Statistics: Collective Efficacy Belief 
 M (SD) Mdn Min Max 
Collective Efficacy Belief 
(Overall % confidence) 75.27 (9.09) 76.84 55.50 86.80 
A1. Technical (% conf.) 72.94 (9.61) 74.17 55 86.67 
A2. Expressive (% conf.) 72.47 (9.57) 73.33 55 83.33 
B1. Best of ability (% conf.) 76.63 (11.39) 78.75 52.50 90 
B2. Handle challenges (% conf.) 78.06 (9.37) 80 55 90 
B3. Impress (% conf.) 76.24 (12.03) 77.50 55 93.33 
N = 18 
Ensemble participants tended to report moderately high levels of collective 
efficacy belief (M = 75.27%, SD = 9.09%; Mdn = 76.84%). Only one ensemble had a 
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collective efficacy belief level below 60%; three ensembles reported confidence levels 
between 62% and 65.50%; and 14 ensembles reported confidence levels between 70% 
and 86.80%. Confidence levels for each item were similar to the overall collective 
efficacy mean, ranging from M = 72.47% (Mdn = 73.33%) for item A2 
(expressive/interpretive challenges), to M = 78.06% (Mdn = 80%) for item B2 (generally 
handling performance challenges). These data indicate that ensembles were reasonably 
and reliably confident in their performing abilities, particularly in their competency for 
coping with challenges that might arise during the performance. 
I conducted separate Mann-Whitney U tests to determine whether ensembles’ 
collective efficacy beliefs varied based on any of four attributes: (a) educational setting 
(collegiate vs. summer festival), (b) region (Northwest vs. West), (c) whether I collected 
data in person or via correspondence, and (d) video recording venue (rehearsal space vs. 
public performance). In determining the recording venue for performances I did not 
record personally, I used evidence from submitted videos—details such as performers’ 
attire and signs of an audience presence. I deemed venue a relevant attribute to the first 
research question because efficacy beliefs are situationally dependent (Bandura, 1997): I 
considered that an ensemble anticipating a public performance could have different 
efficacy beliefs compared to a group anticipating a relatively private performance. I 
found no significant differences, however, based on any of the four attributes. 
Item-Total and Inter-Item Correlations 
Table 4.2, discussed earlier in this chapter as part of the reliability analysis, 
reports item-total and inter-item correlations for the collective efficacy scale using 
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Spearman’s rho (rS). Each of the five scale items correlated significantly with overall 
collective efficacy belief. Item A2 (expressive/interpretive challenges) had a moderately 
strong item-total correlation (rS = .66, p < .01), and all other items had considerably 
stronger item-total correlations, with an rS of at least .82 (p < .001) for each of the four 
other items). There was an exceptionally high item-total correlation for item B3 (impress 
the audience; rS = .96, p < .001). 
The item-total correlations reported in Table 4.2 generally align with the 
reliability estimates reported in Table 4.1, under the column, “Corrected Item-Total 
Correlation,” which were calculated by SPSS using Pearson’s r. The difference between 
the corrected Pearson coefficients and the Spearman coefficients for each item was slight, 
ranging from .01 for item B2 (generally handling performance challenges), to .1 for item 
B1 (ensembles playing to the best of their ability). While most items had a slightly 
smaller corrected item-total correlation, the corrected correlation for item A2 
(expressive/interpretive challenges) was slightly higher (corrected r = .71, compared with 
an rS of .66). 
Most of the five items in the collective efficacy scale correlated significantly with 
other items, exceeding the .472 coefficient threshold required for rS for statistical 
significance at the .05 level when N = 18 (see Ramsey, 1989). Most of the highest inter-
item correlations occurred with item B3 (impress the audience), with rS ranging from .59 
(with item A2, p < .05) to .86 (with item B1, p < .001). Item B2 shared notably high 
correlations; rS = .71 (p < .01) in correlations with both item A1 (technical difficulties) 
and item B1 (best of ability). 
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The item-total and inter-item correlations reported in this section indicate strong 
consistency in ensembles’ reported confidence levels. Item-total correlation findings 
signify that ensembles’ confidence for any of the five scale items was consistent with 
their overall collective efficacy belief. Inter-item correlations suggest that ensembles 
were similarly confident in the abilities measured by most of the scale items. These 
consistencies were especially true for item B3 (impress the audience), which had the 
strongest item-total correlation, and which correlated significantly with each of the other 
items. 
Research Question #2: Within-Group Agreement 
 The second research question concerns the extent to which musicians within 
ensembles (N = 70) agreed on their independent assessments of collective efficacy. I 
measured within-group agreement using the rwg(J) statistic developed by James et al. 
(1984). I found consistently high levels of agreement across ensembles in this study 
(mean rwg(J) = .95, SD = .05; median rwg(J) = .97; mode rwg(J) = .97; min = .85, max = .99). 
I compared rwg(J) estimates to population-based (ensemble members) standard deviations 
computed for each ensemble, finding a strong negative correlation between the two 
agreement indices (rS = −.85, p < .001). This finding indicates a level of consistency 
between the two statistics, as higher levels of rwg(J) corresponded with lower levels of 
variance among ensemble members’ reported efficacy beliefs. 
 Although both collective efficacy belief and within-group agreement tended to 
cluster near the top of the range, I thought it worthwhile to determine the extent to which 
these variables correlated. This exploration could indicate whether shared competency 
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perceptions among ensemble members play some role in the strength of collective 
efficacy beliefs. Table 4.4 shows correlations between rwg(J) and overall collective 
efficacy belief, and between rwg(J) and each item within the collective efficacy scale. 
There was a moderately strong correlation between overall collective efficacy belief and 
within-group agreement (rS = .67, p < .01). All collective efficacy scale items except item 
B1 (best of their ability) showed significant correlations with rwg(J) at the .05 or .01 levels. 
The correlation coefficient involving item B1 fell below the critical value required for 
statistical significance. These data indicate that the higher an ensemble’s collective 
efficacy beliefs, the more likely members were to agree in their independent efficacy 
assessments. 
Table 4.4 – Correlations between Within-Group Agreement and Collective Efficacy Belief 
    rS 
Collective Efficacy Belief .67** 
A1. Technical .61** 
A2. Expressive .57* 
B1. Best of ability .46 
B2. Handle challenges .59* 
B3. Impress .66** 
N = 18; Ramsey’s (1989) Critical Value (p <. 05): .472 
*p < .05, two-tailed. **p < .01, two-tailed. 
  
Research Question #3: Relationship to Performance Quality 
In the third research question for this study, I considered the extent to which 
collective efficacy among ensembles correlates with performance quality. Table 4.5 
includes descriptive statistics for performance quality, as measured by a panel of four 
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string experts. Possible scores for overall performance ranged from 8 to 77 points, and 
reported scores for each ensemble represent the mean of judges’ assessments. In this 
section, I report mean and median statistics across the sample. I do not report mode 
scores, because only two of the 18 ensembles shared overall performance scores; further, 
no more than three ensembles shared identical scores for any of the eight performance 
items. 
Table 4.5 – Descriptive Statistics: Performance Quality 
 M (SD) Mdn Min Max 
Performance Quality (8-77 pts.) 57.11 (10.28) 56 38.75 71.25 
Tone (1–15 pts.) 10.89 (2.16) 10.50 7 14 
Intonation (1–15 pts.) 10.53 (2.10) 10.50 7.25 13.25 
Expression (1–15 pts.) 10.94 (2.18) 10.63 7 14.25 
Technique (1–10 pts.) 7.47 (1.28) 7.38 5.25 9.25 
Rhythmic Accuracy (1–7 pts.) 5.63 (.99) 5.75 3.50 6.75 
Note Accuracy (1–5 pts.) 3.83 (.76) 3.88 2.50 5 
Balance (1–5 pts.) 3.93 (.51) 4 3 4.75 
Blend (1–5 pts.) 3.89 (.61) 3.88 2.75 4.75 
N = 18 
Number of Judges: 4 
Inter-rater Reliability: W = .78 (p < .001) 
 
Ensemble performance scores tended to be moderately high (M = 57.11, SD = 
10.28; Mdn = 56). As reported earlier in this chapter, there was a strong level of 
agreement among judges (W = .78, p < .001). These data suggest that judges tended to 
generally agree on the quality of performances, and that those performances were fairly 
strong for most ensembles. As with Research Question #1, I conducted separate Mann-
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Whitney U tests for differences between performance scores, based on (a) educational 
setting, (b) region, (c) whether I collected data in person or via correspondence, and (d) 
video recording venue. I found no significant differences based on either region or 
recording venue. I did, however, find a significant difference in performance scores based 
on educational setting. Ensembles in festival settings received higher performance ratings 
(M = 65.93, Mdn = 66.50) than did ensembles in collegiate settings (M = 51.50, Mdn = 
50.50) (U = 9.50, p < .002). This suggests that musicians participating in performance-
focused chamber music programs more likely than those in more generalized college 
music settings to perform chamber music at higher levels. I also found higher 
performance scores among ensembles I visited personally (M = 64.83, Mdn = 65.75), 
compared to ensembles I did not visit (M = 51.50, Mdn = 50.50) (U = 9.50, p < .002); 
however, this constitutes a redundancy with the educational setting findings: The festival-
based ensembles (n = 7) formed a majority of the groups I visited in person (n = 9). 
Table 4.6 details correlational findings between performance (including 
subscores) and collective efficacy belief, and between performance and within-group 
agreement. I did not find a statistically significant relationship between collective 
efficacy belief and any measure of performance quality. The correlation coefficient 
between collective efficacy and overall performance was .38, but a sample size of at least 
27 would be necessary for this correlation to be significant at the .05 level (Ramsey, 
1989). Nonsignificant correlations between collective efficacy and individual 
performance items ranged from .20 (with intonation) to .39 (with rhythm). Correlation 
coefficients between overall performance and individual collective efficacy items ranged 
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from .20 (with item B1, best of ability; and item B2, performance challenges) to .38 (with 
item A2, expressive and interpretive challenges; and item B3, impress the audience). 
Among contributing items from both the efficacy and performance instruments, the 
lowest correlation coefficient (.07) occurred between scale item A1 (technical ability), 
and the Intonation performance item. The highest item-level coefficient (.37) occurred 
between scale item B3 (impress the audience), and the Technique performance item. No 
efficacy-performance correlation coefficient exceeded .472, which Ramsey indicated is 
necessary for significance at the .05 level given a sample size of 18. 
Table 4.6 – Correlations between Performance Quality and Other Variables: Collective 
Efficacy, Within-Group Agreement 





















.38 .22 .38 .20 .20 .38 .23 
Tone  .32 .16 .36 .14 .16 .33 .25 
Intonation  .20 .07 .26 .09 .09 .22 .21 
Expression  .25 .11 .32 .07 .09 .26 .13 
Technique  .37 .19 .38 .19 .25 .37 .20 
Rhythm .39 .25 .37 .22 .29 .35 .18 
Note 
Accuracy .33 .17 .16 .27 .19 .32 .17 
Balance .34 .23 .36 .15 .18 .33 .28 
Blend .26 .11 .30 .09 .14 .24 .24 
N = 18; Ramsey’s (1989) Critical Value (p <. 05): .472 
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Summary 
Results reported in this chapter indicate that chamber ensembles were generally 
confident in their ability to perform their repertoire, that members of ensembles tended to 
strongly agree in their collective efficacy assessments, and that there was no relationship 
between collective efficacy belief and ensembles’ performance quality. Notably, 
ensembles’ collective efficacy beliefs correlated substantively with levels of within-group 
agreement (rS = .67, p < .01). Reliability analyses lend credence to each of these findings; 
reliability estimates for the collective efficacy scale were high, and my analysis further 
indicated strong inter-rater reliability among the judges who scored performance videos. 
In the following chapter, I offer interpretation of these findings and discuss their 
implications for both research and practice.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
In Chapter 1 of this dissertation, I argued that the value of expanded research into 
musical collective efficacy lies in the construct’s motivational role. The motivational 
influence of efficacy belief may operate differently at the group level as compared with 
individual efficacy perceptions (see Zaccaro et al., 1995), given that social forces are 
necessarily at play in the unit of measure. Through this exploratory study involving 
chamber ensembles, I sought to offer an early point of reference on fundamental aspects 
of musical collective efficacy: the strength of efficacy beliefs, agreement within 
ensembles, and the relationship between collective efficacy and performance. This 
foundational work offers a possible path forward toward deeper understanding of 
ensemble-based motivational influences. In the present chapter, I discuss the results of 
this study, offering interpretive observations and relating my findings to extant literature. 
I also describe how this study’s design can serve as a model for approaching musical 
collective efficacy research that (a) is consistent with Bandura’s (1997, 2006) theory, (b) 
employs a reliable collective efficacy scale, and (c) prioritizes ecological validity. Next, I 
pair discussion of this study’s limitations with suggestions for future research. Finally, I 
discuss possible implications of this line of research for music education practice. 
Summary Findings and Reflection 
Research Questions #1 and #2: Collective Efficacy and Within-Group Agreement 
With the first two research questions for this study, I sought to determine 
respective levels of collective efficacy belief among string chamber ensembles, and 
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within-group agreement on member-provided collective efficacy assessments. Ensembles 
in this study reported high levels of collective efficacy belief (M = 75.27%, SD = 9.09%; 
Mdn = 76.84%). These results are comparable to collective efficacy belief findings with 
large ensembles, whether the construct was gauged as levels of confidence (Matthews & 
Kitsantas, 2013), or with Likert-type agreement indices (Matthews & Kitsantas, 2007, 
2016; Schmidt, 2007). Musicians understand that strong ensemble performance is 
predicated on gains made through both independent practice and combined rehearsals 
(Ericson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993; Sloboda, Davidson, Howe, & Moore, 1996; 
Davidson & King, 2004). Accordingly, high levels of collective efficacy belief may 
reflect faith musicians gain in the progress made over the course of preparation. This 
interpretation is consistent with the role enactive mastery experience plays in the 
development of efficacy perceptions (Bandura, 1997). 
I also found consistently high levels of within-group agreement as measured by 
rwg(J) (mean rwg(J) = .95, SD = .05; median rwg(J) = .97), suggesting that collective efficacy 
belief operated as a true group-level construct for each ensemble in this study. These 
agreement results are consistent with interdisciplinary research utilizing the rwg statistic 
(reviewed in Chapter 2), in which mean agreement indices across groups were usually .90 
or higher. In a notable exception, Little and Madigan (1997) found a mean rwg of .78 
among manufacturing teams. Although still strong, this agreement index is more 
moderated. Little and Madigan explained that the teams they studied worked in 
alternating shifts. Higher within-group agreement levels may, therefore, be more likely 
among groups whose coordinated actions occur contemporaneously, as would be the case 
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for sports teams as well as music ensembles. 
As noted in Chapter 4, the strong correlation between collective efficacy and 
within-group agreement (rS = .67, p < .01) indicates that members of more confident 
ensembles tended to share similar collective efficacy assessments, while less agreement 
occurred among members of less confident ensembles. This result could speak to the 
influence of social dynamics at play within ensembles, whereby collective efficacy is 
influenced by factors of ensemble cohesion (see Matthews & Kitsantas, 2007; 2016). 
Davidson and Good (2002) and Davidson and King (2004) have discussed cohesion-
related elements that include the nature of communication among ensemble members, 
such as agreed-upon rehearsal norms, mutually understood non-verbal cues, and equal 
voice in discussions among members. These communication elements bear the hallmarks 
of verbal (which could include non-verbally signaled) persuasion, a source of efficacy 
beliefs (Bandura, 1997). Hendricks, Smith, and Legutki (2016) found that students 
participating in an honor orchestra marked by sustained verbal encouragement (from the 
orchestra conductor and festival host) appeared to become less negatively influenced by 
another collective efficacy source, vicarious experience. As concert preparation 
progressed, students placed less emphasis on comparing their own skills to others’. At the 
ensemble level, positive interaction among ensembles could impact perceived collective 
efficacy as groups openly recognize individual and collective strengths, while taking 
constructive approaches to addressing weaknesses. I did not study communicative factors 
directly in this study, but the scholarship by Davidson and colleagues seems to support a 
notion that healthier communication would be reflected in comparable efficacy 
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assessments, and in higher reports of collective efficacy. 
Persuasive interaction among ensembles could create an environment of re-
affirmation among ensemble members, particularly as they engage in rehearsals apart 
from faculty coaching. These relatively autonomous rehearsals constitute meetings of 
presumably comparably skilled musicians, whose efforts toward improvement are guided 
by players’ collective experience. Although autonomous rehearsals may appropriately 
empower ensembles to set much of their own musical direction, they lack the moderating, 
more detached perspective a faculty mentor brings during coached sessions. Accordingly, 
autonomous rehearsals could result in a sort of echo chamber, in which members 
reinforce each others’ positive perceptions of group quality. This possibility could further 
help explain my findings of high levels of collective efficacy and within-group 
agreement, as well as the correlation between the two measures. 
Research Question #3: Correlation between Collective Efficacy and Performance 
For the third research question, I sought to test Bandura’s theory regarding the 
correlation between collective efficacy belief and performance among chamber 
ensembles. I found no significant correlations between collective efficacy belief and any 
measure of performance. This finding contrasts with much prior research in which 
investigators have identified associations between self-efficacy belief and performance 
for individual musicians (e.g., Ciorba, 2006; Clark, 2010; Hewitt, 2015; McCormick & 
McPherson, 2003; McPherson & McCormick, 2006; Ritchie & Williamon, 2012), and 
between collective efficacy and performance among groups or teams in non-musical 
domains (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998; Little & Madigan, 1997; Liu et al., 2015; Myers et al., 
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2004). On the other hand, my findings provide at least partial corroboration with other 
research indicating nonsignificant efficacy-performance relationships: Although some 
elements of collective efficacy correlated with large ensemble performance in the study 
by Matthews and Kitsantas (2013), that study’s authors found no significant correlation 
between overall collective efficacy and performance. The significant correlations the 
authors did find were weak, ranging between .23 (p < .05), and .29 (p < .01). In Watson’s 
(2010) study, relationships between self-efficacy and performance for jazz improvisation 
remained nonsignificant, even after focused instruction. 
Other evidence from my data further validate my findings of no relationship. 
Ensembles participating in summer festivals tended to perform more skillfully than did 
ensembles based in collegiate programs (U = 9.50, p < .002). This difference is 
unsurprising on its own; summer festivals for college students typically center on 
intensive coaching of musicians whose very involvement signifies higher levels of 
performance motivation. Increased opportunity to focus on rehearsal and personal 
practice likely played key role in stronger performances. Notably, however, the setting-
based performance difference was not replicated in reported collective efficacy beliefs; 
beliefs were statistically similar between festival and collegiate participants. The fact that 
performance differences occurred where collective efficacy data remained similar appear 
to corroborate what I found when measuring the relationship between the two variables 
directly.   
My findings of a non-relationship between collective efficacy and chamber 
ensemble performance raise several interpretive possibilities. On one hand, the efficacy-
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performance relationship may simply not extend to certain musical domains. In the 
previous discussion of the first two research questions, I offered an idea that ensembles’ 
interactions could create an echo chamber in which positive efficacy beliefs of each 
member influences those of other members. Compounding this potentiality could be a 
sort of self-selection bias that may naturally exist among chamber music participants with 
respect to efficacy belief: Musicians with higher competency appraisals for themselves 
and for their groups may be more likely to sustain engagement in chamber music than 
those who are less confident. 
The notion that chamber music might attract more efficacious musicians could 
also help account for a lack of correlation between efficacy and performance. Over the 
course of rehearsals, performance experiences, and other ensemble activities, an efficacy-
bolstering feedback loop could eventually result in those perceptions becoming detached 
from actual proficiency development. Zaccaro et al. (1995) argued that “perceptions of 
collective competence are influenced not only by actual conditions within the group, but 
also, to a large extent, on how other group members perceive and convey their 
interpretations of these conditions” (p. 309, emphasis in the original). These perceptions 
and interpretations could grow to exceed the influence of actual conditions, causing 
verbal persuasion among members to overshadow enactive mastery in terms of influence. 
Another possible reason for the non-correlation could include differences in 
competency assessment by pre-professional musicians and professional musicians: 
Criteria by which college students assess their performances may differ from those 
applied by more experienced musicians. Pope and Barnes (2015) provided some support 
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for this interpretation, finding that collegiate musicians differed from experienced music 
educators in their assessment of intonation (if not other performance factors) in string 
performances. Further, there was no strict alignment between the collective efficacy scale 
and the performance rubric used in this study; performance elements were represented 
differently between the two instruments. Specifically, the rubric included detailed 
descriptive statements of various performance elements (tone, intonation, rhythm, etc.) 
that were absent from the collective efficacy scale. 
In describing the sources of efficacy belief, Bandura (1997) could have 
inadequately accounted for the influence of physiological and affective states in domains 
such as ensemble performance. Bandura’s descriptions of physiological and affective 
states appear focused on the negative implications of those states—anxiety or physical 
discomfort that tend to diminish efficacy beliefs. Less prominent in these discussions are 
the ways in which physiological states or mood can contribute to stronger efficacy 
beliefs. In overlooking these potential positive influences, Bandura may have neglected 
elements of experience that are fundamental in domains such as musical performance. In 
one example, Bandura indicated that a presenter’s sweating could stem from either an 
uncomfortable room environment, or internal nervousness (1997, p. 107). Absent from 
this description is the possibility that sweating could instead arise from intense feelings of 
excitement or engagement, as might characterize a musician’s stamina in the skillful 
execution of technically or artistically complex passages. This argument seems at odds 
with researchers applying Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) flow theory, who have found high 
levels of flow, or total experiential absorption, among highly skilled musicians (see 
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O’Neill, 1999).  
Further, researchers have described various ways in which music making is 
inextricably linked to physiological phenomena, including synchronization of brain 
waves among collaborating artists (see the literature review in Cotter-Lockard, 2012). 
Qualitative data reported by Hendricks (2009) illustrate possible differences in the impact 
of physiological and affective states between individual musicians’ performances, and 
performances in ensemble settings. The honor orchestra participants in that study 
primarily discussed issues such as anxiety or fatigue as they prepared for their individual 
placement auditions. By contrast, affect-related comments following a dress rehearsal of 
centered were far more positive—with numerous students describing moving emotional 
experiences. In a social sense, Rzonsa (2016) described positive affect (identity, safety) 
that musicians can develop by virtue of ensemble participation. Theoretical attention to 
the facilitative influences of physiological and affective states, especially in ensemble 
settings, may allow for consideration of elements that, beyond being simply relevant, 
approach the very essence of immersive music making. 
Yet another possible interpretation of my findings on this research question is that 
collective efficacy may indeed relate to performance quality among collegiate chamber 
ensembles—but in a way that is not easily discerned in a small sample of ensembles. 
Other evidence discussed earlier in this chapter diminish this likelihood: My 
nonsignificant findings in this study are concurrent with those of Matthews and Kitsantas 
(2013); and I also found that performance scores varied significant between college-
based and festival-based ensembles, even though collective efficacy beliefs did not. Still, 
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I consider the potential impact of this study’s small sample as part of my discussion of 
the limitations of this study later in this chapter. 
Perceived efficacy is conceptually distinct from actual competency (Bandura, 
1997; Goddard et al., 2004). Bandura argued that the two will converge to the extent that 
perceived efficacy strengthens: Those with more confidence are more likely to take on 
and persist through challenges, leading ultimately to greater success. However, my 
findings suggest that in music ensemble settings, perception and reality may retain both 
conceptual and empirical distinction—even among highly confident groups.  
Key Elements of Study Design 
 In addressing the research questions for this study, I employed a research design 
that reflected and tested important aspects of Bandura’s (1997) efficacy belief theory at 
the group level. Following Bandura, I sought to treat collective efficacy belief as a shared 
group attribute—aggregating independent assessments to a group-level index, and testing 
within-group agreement to determine the degree to which efficacy beliefs were truly 
shared by ensemble members. Additionally, I designed this study to test the applicability 
of a central claim that a correlation exists between collective efficacy belief and task 
performance with respect to chamber music ensembles. Measuring within-group 
agreement, examining the efficacy-performance relationship among extant ensembles, 
and focusing research on chamber musicians each mark new territory in the small body of 
musical collective efficacy scholarship. In this section, I discuss other elements of 
research design that position this study as a model for future investigations prioritizing 
theoretical adherence and ecological validity. 
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The collective efficacy scale used in this study was based on a self-efficacy 
instrument developed by Hendricks (2009). My adaptation retains many of the 
theoretically sound elements found in Hendricks’ scale, including (a) emphasis on ability-
based, task-specific action items in efficacy belief measurement; (b) use of an 11-point 
item response scale to query confidence levels; and (c) specific reference to an imminent 
performance episode. Reliability data reported in Chapter 4 were encouraging. Consistent 
with Hendricks’s reliability findings, (Cronbach’s α = .91 in Hendricks’s study), I found 
the chamber ensemble variant of the scale to be highly reliable, whether analyzed at the 
ensemble level (Cronbach’s α = .92) or the individual level (Cronbach’s α = .88; see 
Table 4.1).  
The adapted scale’s slightly higher ensemble-based estimate, as well as the higher 
corrected item-total correlations, may stem from the fact that the items refer to the 
capabilities of the ensemble rather than the individual. These small yet notable 
differences provide further evidence of the validity of adapted efficacy scale for use with 
ensembles. As discussed in Chapter 3, the conciseness of the scale contributes to its 
practicability for use with individuals (and ensembles) just prior to a performance that 
requires musicians’ focus. 
By centering this study on pre-existing chamber ensembles, I sought to apply an 
ecologically valid sampling methodology to the correlation question. Intact ensembles 
have featured in most collective efficacy studies (see Matthews & Kitsantas, 2007, 2016; 
Schmidt, 2007), but the only other study to examine the relationship between collective 
efficacy and performance occurred with experimentally assigned ensembles (see 
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Matthews & Kitsantas, 2013). Studying the efficacy-performance relationship among 
extant ensembles helps clarify its applicability in authentic contexts. 
The performance element of this study also reflected a reasonable degree of 
contextual authenticity. Although judges rated recorded performances rather than live 
ones, they used a modestly adapted version of a scoring rubric designed for use in festival 
or contest settings. The original scoring instrument had been subjected to a validation 
study (see Latimer et al., 2010), and the strong inter-rater agreement index in this study 
(W = .78, p < .001) further substantiates the empirical rigor of the scale even when 
applied to chamber ensembles. Accordingly, the rubric is doubly advantageous in its 
comparability to what expert adjudicators might encounter in professional contexts, and 
in its suitability for use in empirical research. This study thus joins other research in 
which musical efficacy belief was compared to extant measures of performance quality 
(e.g., Clark, 2010; McCormick & McPherson, 2003; McPherson & McCormick, 2006; 
Ritchie & Williamon, 2012). Although the relationship was found to be nonsignificant in 
the present study, comparing the correlation coefficient (rS = .38) to sample size (N = 18) 
complicates determinations as to whether the findings reflect a true contrast with previous 
research (see discussion below). 
Study Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
Limitations of this study arise from intentionally established parameters (e.g., 
target population), and from unforeseen circumstances (e.g., a lower than expected 
sample size). I discuss several limitations here, with an emphasis on suggested 
approaches for broadening the reach of this line of research through future scholarship. 
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Continued Chamber Music Research 
Given the number of ensembles that participated in this exploratory study (N = 
18), the results reported here should be considered preliminary. As discussed in Chapter 
3, a sample of at least 28 ensembles (Cohen, 1992) would be necessary to apply 
parametric statistics such as Pearson r with sufficient statistical significance (p < .05), 
provided the sample met other assumptions such as normal distribution for all variables. 
Because I had fewer ensembles, I decided to test correlations using the nonparametric 
Spearman’s rho (rS). I referred to Ramsey’s (1989) table of critical values to determine 
statistical significance. Ramsey’s table dictates a minimum correlation coefficient of .472 
for significance at the .05 level for my sample size; the table further indicates that my 
calculated a coefficient of .38 would register a p value slightly higher than .10. This 
estimate is corroborated by the SPSS-generated p value of .12 (cautions by Chen and 
Popovich, 2002, about software significance tests with small samples notwithstanding; 
see Chapter 3 for discussion). Accordingly, one could argue that the sample size in this 
study may have masked a true correlation due to the higher significance threshold. 
Indeed, the nonsignificant .38 coefficient I found is comparable to significant coefficients 
found in efficacy-performance studies with larger samples: Ciorba (2006) found a 
significant correlation of .39 (p < .01; N = 102) between participants’ self-efficacy beliefs 
and their performance in jazz improvisation, while Ritchie and Williamon (2012) found a 
correlation of .32 (p < .01, N = 125) between self-efficacy and performance among 
university music students.  Replicative research with larger samples of ensembles could 
help clarify the extent to which findings from this study extend to collegiate chamber 
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ensembles more generally. Larger samples could also facilitate more sophisticated 
analyses, such as regression techniques to determine whether collective efficacy belief 
and/or within-group agreement could help predict performance quality. 
Research with Other Ensemble Types 
I focused this study on collegiate string chamber ensembles. Each of these 
qualifying descriptors (collegiate, string, and chamber ensembles) necessitates exclusion 
of other ensemble population types that could exhibit different results with respect to this 
study’s research questions. Secondary school chamber ensembles, for instance, usually 
lack the musical experience and music-intensive schedules of collegiate groups. 
Conversely, mid-career professionals have more extensive performance experience, 
including familiarity with a broader range of repertoire. Avocational adult chamber 
musicians are more likely to vary in terms of skill level, experience, and comfort with 
repertoire. Studies centered on each of these groups could provide insight into possible 
variations in collective efficacy belief across experience types. 
My emphasis on string ensembles reflects my own professional orientation as a 
string performer and educator. Parallel studies of collective efficacy beliefs among wind-
dominant ensembles, vocal ensembles, jazz combos, more homogeneous groups (e.g., 
flute choirs), or mixed ensembles could indicate whether findings in the present study are 
more or less idiosyncratic to string-dominant chamber groups. Should efficacy-related 
phenomena vary with different instrumental and vocal configurations, the theoretical 
tenant of domain specificity could extend to specification of multiple domains within 
music. 
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Alongside collective efficacy research with a chamber music focus, continued 
lines of investigation with large ensembles are warranted. Studies of within-group 
agreement, for instance, could reveal whether agreement indices vary as groups increase 
in size (including number of players per part), and as group leadership becomes more 
centralized. Such research would provide empirical investigation of the impact of 
leadership style on collective efficacy belief discussed by Zaccaro et al. (1995). Matthews 
and Kitsantas (2007, 2013) have made initial explorations of leadership influence, finding 
that ensembles’ efficacy beliefs may be related to factors specific to the conductor (e.g., 
perceived conductor support, mastery- or performance-oriented rehearsal approach); 
future studies could indicate whether conductors and/or section leaders also affect within-
group agreement on collective efficacy assessments. As discussed earlier, this agreement 
index could be considered an element of social cohesion among ensembles; the role of 
cohesion could take different forms in large ensembles than in chamber groups. 
Further, research on the correlation between collective efficacy and performance 
among large, conducted ensembles has been limited to experimentally assigned groups 
(see Matthews & Kitsantas, 2013). Additional correlational research among intact large 
ensembles would offer a comparative parallel for both Matthews and Kitsantas’ work 
(using intact ensembles instead of experimental ensembles), and the present study (using 
large ensembles instead of chamber groups)  
Pragmatic Methodological Suggestions 
Single-item collective efficacy measurement. The collective efficacy scale used 
in this study contained a purposefully limited number of items. Still, circumstances may 
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arise that require even greater data collection efficiency. The exceptionally high item 
total correlation for the scale item on impressing the audience (rS = .96, p < .001; see 
Chapter 4) presents an intriguing potential solution. To the extent that future research 
replicates this correlation, use of this single item could suffice in measuring collective 
efficacy where protection of musicians’ time is paramount. Bandura (2006) encouraged 
the use of a multi-item scale, but a practical equivalence between the single item and 
overall collective efficacy could help justify a more streamlined approach. 
Reconsidering the consensus approach. Another pragmatic variation would be 
to measure collective efficacy belief using the consensus approach, instead of aggregating 
responses from individual members (see Chapter 2 for a comparison between the two 
approaches). Using consensus instead of aggregation would set aside another of 
Bandura’s recommendations; however, previous research has suggested that collective 
efficacy measured by consensus may be at least as suitable as the aggregation method for 
predicting performance quality (Stajkovic et al., 2009). Moreover, if collective efficacy 
belief does not in fact relate to performance (as my findings in this study suggest), the 
concern over which efficacy report method would better predict performance is rendered 
moot. An obvious disadvantage of the consensus approach would be the inability to 
measure within-group agreement; however, consensus might present the only practical 
alternative, for example, when measuring collective efficacy beliefs among large 
ensembles where researchers determine a low likelihood of obtaining a complete set of 
individual collective efficacy assessments (see, for example, participation rates reported 
by Matthews & Kitsantas, 2016). In these situations, one could argue that the aggregation 
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method poses a greater risk to validity, since the exclusion of non-respondents’ belief 
assessments would distort both collective efficacy and within-group agreement indices. 
Pre-collegiate music ensembles, discussed earlier in this chapter, offer fertile 
ground for collective efficacy research; however, requiring independent responses from 
all members presents formidable challenges related to parental consent and participant 
assent. Measuring collective efficacy through consensus, however, would not require 
tracking of individual responses. This reduced risk to student confidentiality could make 
consent and assent easier to obtain, or might help justify waivers of individual consent 
and assent requirements. 
Participating ensemble coaches or directors could be asked to lead group 
discussions (see discussion later in this chapter), and thereby minimize the need to travel 
to multiple sites. The removal of this travel barrier could allow for larger sample sizes. 
Response completion rates could also increase, with only one survey instrument copy 
required per ensemble. 
There are also potential drawbacks to the consensus method. As Bandura (2006) 
warned, group discussions could allow the opinions of more vocal or forceful individuals 
to dominate, thus masking divergent opinions of others. For groups with lower levels of 
confidence, voicing those concerns in front of the entire ensemble might introduce 
anxiety among the musicians. This anxiety would be particularly problematic if, 
following recommendations to measure efficacy beliefs just prior to performance, the 
discussion occurred shortly before a group was set to take the stage. Researchers would 
need to weigh these concerns against practical considerations. 
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Large sample recruitment through collaboration. As discussed above, research 
literature on both chamber music performance and collective efficacy would be well 
served by replicative studies with larger samples. Indeed, ensemble recruitment was the 
greatest challenge I encountered in this research process. The 18 ensembles enrolled and 
eventually retained in this study came only after initial contact I made to 133 institutions. 
Geographical limitations likely had a considerably adverse impact on recruitment; I 
found that programs to which I personally travelled tended to be more accommodating, 
and I successfully recruited and retained at least one ensemble from each site I visited. I 
also found more success when contacting faculty I knew personally. These challenges 
could be addressed through collaborative efforts among researchers, each with access to 
different pools of potential participating ensembles. Co-investigators could conduct 
research in person at various sites, increasing the likelihood of successful recruitment 
toward desired sample sizes. Other benefits of a more hands-on approach include 
removing from participants the burden of making a performance recording. Investigators 
could use their own recording devices, possibly including more sophisticated recording 
equipment with greater sound fidelity, and could align their visits with performances 
already scheduled as part of participating programs. 
Research on Related Phenomena 
Future research might include examinations of elements that contribute to 
collective efficacy belief. Levels of both collective efficacy and within-group agreement 
may be influenced, for instance, by ensemble history and the nature of group interactions. 
In terms of quantifiable measures, researchers could query how long groups have worked 
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together, how many times they have performed as a unit, and length of each member’s 
musical experience. The nature of a group’s formation may also be relevant; efficacy 
belief could vary based on whether ensemble membership was self-selected, or assigned 
by faculty members. Qualitative inquiry could be used to describe the social contexts in 
which collective efficacy beliefs form and evolve. These descriptions could arise from 
observations of rehearsal processes and faculty coaching sessions, and interviews with 
individuals (including faculty) and with whole groups. The body of research on musical 
collective efficacy requires scholarship employing both quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies to thoroughly explore interrelated constructs. Both methodological 
orientations could be applied to longitudinal studies to examine efficacy-related 
phenomena over time. 
Two pieces of recent music scholarship, both reviewed in Chapter 2, provide 
valuable conceptual direction for studies on the sources of efficacy beliefs. Hendricks 
(2016) provided recommendations for educators in harnessing those sources in the 
development of students’ self-efficacy beliefs. These recommendations, equally 
applicable to collective efficacy, include guiding students toward setting manageable 
goals; facilitating model performances by similar peers; and offering specific, effort-
oriented feedback to students (and groups). Both descriptive and experimental research 
could address the possible impact on these educator-implemented strategies on 
ensembles’ efficacy belief. Maggio (2016) proposed a three-part collective efficacy 
framework: unity, cognizance of function, and introspection. Qualitative research 
approaches seem especially well suited to applying this framework; interviews could 
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include questions aimed at each framework pillar, and scholars could target observations 
for evidence of unity and cognizance of function. 
Potential Implications for Music Educators 
 Although results from this exploratory study should be considered preliminary, 
my findings may spark questions in the minds of teachers and ensemble coaches who 
could reference this study as a model in exploring the strength of their own groups’ 
performance confidence. Confidence levels may not necessarily translate into measures 
of performance; however, educators may still consider efforts to explore collective 
efficacy belief worthwhile when considering motivational factors in their students.  
 Teachers can often gauge students’ confidence through conversations or by 
intuitive observations. These methods can be highly informative and useful, particularly 
as experienced teachers become adept at interpreting students’ verbal and nonverbal cues. 
In some cases, educators may find use for more quantifiable measures of confidence. 
Teachers may wish to track changes in confidence levels over the course of a concert 
preparation cycle, compare musicians’ confidence to practice assignment scores, or 
quantify collective efficacy as a measure of classroom climate for use with administrators 
or professional development activities. Quantifiable measures could function in 
conjunction with more subjective methods.  
The ensemble-focused survey I used in this study, adapted from the individual-
focused survey by Hendricks (2009), can serve as a useful, easily-implemented tool for 
teachers and performing ensembles. I chose Hendricks’s measure from among others for 
three reasons: (a) its theoretical consistency with efficacy belief measurement 
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recommendations (Bandura, 2006), (b) its strong validity and reliability, and (c) its 
brevity, which allows for quick completion by musicians with minimal distraction. 
Estimating group-wide collective efficacy belief would only require calculating the mean 
of individuals’ responses. Copying the spreadsheet formulas represented in Appendix H 
can expedite individual score aggregation, and within-group agreement calculations. For 
ensembles with fewer than eight players, the unnecessary “Player” columns may be 
deleted. In situations where it would be impractical to have each ensemble musician 
complete a copy of the survey, educators could use the survey as a guide for leading 
group discussions to arrive at consensus on the ensembles’ collective efficacy belief. As 
discussed earlier in this chapter, gauging efficacy belief by consensus has pragmatic 
advantages that could make it an acceptable alternative.  
 Although I focused on small ensembles in this study, ensemble directors could 
conceivably use this survey with their large ensembles as well—with the understanding 
that the reliability estimates reported here may not apply equally. Matthews and Kitsantas 
(2007, 2013) found that collective efficacy beliefs among large ensembles can correlate 
with conductor attributes, so directors could consider their groups’ confidence levels with 
respect to their own teaching style. Teachers should carefully consider, however, that this 
study joins work by other scholars (Matthews & Kitsantas, 2013; Watson, 2010) in 
suggesting that musical efficacy belief may not necessarily translate into performance 
ability. 
The above caution underscores arguments that achieving balance between 
confidence and competency requires leaders to cultivate the two independently (see 
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McPherson & McCormick, 2006). As discussed in Chapter 2 and earlier in this chapter, 
Hendricks (2016) provided recommendations to music educators for effectively 
bolstering efficacy beliefs among students, organized around the sources of efficacy 
perception. Several of these recommendations (e.g., targeting proximal goals, providing 
specific and genuine feedback) directly pertain to actions around music learning. 
Teachers might consider embedding these suggestions into instruction targeting musical 
development, which in turn could substantiate high degrees of efficacy for music making. 
Conclusion 
 The results of this study cast doubt on the existence of a direct relationship 
between collective efficacy belief and performance quality in chamber music ensembles. 
Still, those involved in teaching chamber musicians might find encouragement in findings 
that suggest that ensembles tend to be fairly confident in their abilities—and that 
members of a group tend to agree in their appraisals. This confidence could pay 
important dividends aside from directly influencing performance: Strong efficacy beliefs 
could help strengthen ensembles’ motivation to undertake musical challenges, and to 
sustain their efforts toward musical fulfillment even as difficulties arise (see Bandura, 
1997). Because of the suggested absence of a natural efficacy-performance relationship, 
teachers could use this study’s results to spur their efforts toward ensuring that positive 
efficacy beliefs become well founded through high quality instruction. 
 Those interested in empirical investigations of musical efficacy beliefs can 
hopefully use this study to help expand this research area. Further attention to the 
implications of efficacy beliefs for ensembles should add much to potentially actionable 
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knowledge, with applications in the myriad sorts of collaborative settings that pervade 
musical landscapes of all types. 
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APPENDIX G 
INSTRUCTIONS TO PERFORMANCE JUDGES 
 
Dear [Colleague name], 
 
First of all thanks again for agreeing to help me with this research. Please know that your ratings of these 
chamber ensemble performances will form a critical component of my dissertation study, and I very much 
appreciate your assistance. I have provided you with access to the videos through a separate email; please 
let me know if you have any trouble accessing the files. 
 
I will rely on your expertise in assessing the performance of the groups participating in this study. 
Ensembles were instructed to use their own repertoire, but were not required to make scores available. 
Each video has been set to a length between 3 and 5 minutes; as such, many performances are excerpts 
rather than complete movements. Please consider the following guidelines as you complete your judging: 
 
1. For each ensemble, please check (and double-check!) that the “Ensemble Code” in the top left of 
the rubric matches the name of the video file you are viewing. 
2. For the sake of musicians’ confidentiality, your access to the folder has been set to view-only. 
Please do not attempt to download or otherwise capture or reproduce the video files. 
3. Make your assessments by circling the most appropriate numerical score for each listed 
performance category. Roman numeral ratings also appear on the sheet, but I am interested in 
just the numerical scores. 
4. Also, there is no need to sum your scores; I will complete this step in my analysis. 
5. Please judge each group on its own performance merit; comparisons or rankings among groups 
will not be necessary. 
 
I have enclosed an attachment of pre-labeled rubrics for each of the ensembles for in study. If you would 
prefer that I send you hard copies, let me know, and I’ll send them straight away. 
 
If convenient, please send back your rating sheets via scanned email attachments. Otherwise, I will be 
happy to send you a postage-paid envelope to mail the sheets back. If you’d prefer to mail, please let me 
know and I’ll send you the return envelope ASAP. 
 
Thank you again! Please let me know any questions or issues you face along the way. As discussed in my 
initial request, I would be happy to share with you more details about this study should you be interested, 
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APPENDIX I 
PRIMARY DATA SET 






















Ens 01 4 55.50 (16.70) 59  30 74 0.86 38.75 
Ens 02 4 62 (11.05) 62  50 74 0.96 53.50 
Ens 03 4 62.50 (17.17) 59  44 88 0.85 45 
Ens 04 4 65.50 (6.69) 64  58 76 0.94 50 
Ens 05 3 70 (7.48) 72  60 78 0.98 62.50 
Ens 06 3 72 (7.48) 70  64 82 0.97 50.25 
Ens 07 4 75 (11.18) 70  66 94 0.96 53.50 
Ens 08 6 76.33 (13.63) 77  52 96 0.88 65.75 
Ens 09 3 76.67 (8.99) 82  64 84 0.97 68 
Ens 10 4 77 (12.12) 76  62 94 0.95 64.50 
Ens 11 4 78.50 (3.28) 77  76 84 0.98 65.50 
Ens 12 5 79.20 (11.97) 84  56 88 0.90 66.50 
Ens 13 4 80.50 (4.56) 79  76 88 0.99 71 
Ens 14 3 80.67 (8.22) 82  70 90 0.97 71.25 
Ens 15 3 84.67 (7.54) 90  74 90 0.98 39.50 
Ens 16 3 86 (7.12) 82  80 96 0.97 57.50 
Ens 17 4 86 (3.74) 87  80 90 0.99 50.50 
Ens 18 5 86.80 (2.99) 86  82 90 0.99 54.50 
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